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ALHUQUEUQUK, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY AFTERNOON, MA V 8 1903

GREAT BAY IN
LOS ANGLES
President Feted and Pelted
With Flowers.
AN OIL STEAMER LOST IN THE GULF

President Roosevelt returned from
his tour. Judge McMillan will be allowed to present some additional affi
davits."

Details of the Rock Island Purchase
ef the Road.
New York, May 8. There Is the
very best authority for stating that the
deal
terms of the Rock Island-Friscare substantially as follows: For every share of common stock of Frisco
the Rock Island company will pay $60
In collateral trust 5 per cent bonds to
be secured on Frisco common stock as
bought, and $60 In Rock Island corn-irostock. It Is understood that these
terms will be offered to all holders of
Frisco stock and not merely to the
St. Louis pool.
n

Details of the Rock Island's Purchase
of the 'Frisco Road.
s
Lob Angeles, May 8. Prom
down to Los Angeles it was one
continuous ovation for President Roosevelt. Every station was crowded with
people with wreaths of flowers In their
hands, and with cheering men and women. Minute stops were made at Colon, Pomona and other points along
the way.
At the Btatlon here the party was
met by the citizens' committee and
many distinguished people from all
over California. An escort of artillery and several companies of militia,
acting as an escort, had difficulty in
clearing a pa;sage through the enormous crowds and conducting the distinguished visitors to the hotel.
In
the rotunda of the hotel the mayor of
Los Angeles formally greeed the chief
executive and extended to him the
freedom of the city. In his address he
recalled the rather odd coincidence
that it was on this same date three
years ago that Los Angeles had extended a welcome to President Roosevelt's distinguished predecessor, William McKinley.
The president responded In an appropriate speech, and
then held a short public reception In
the parlors ofthe hotel. ..- presidential
This afternoon the
party witnessed a floral parade and
battle of" flowers, a sight to be seen
nowhere else in the world but in this
land of sunshine and flowers. The parade was one of the most splendid
affairs of the kind ever seen here and
Included all varieties of equipages
handsomely decorated with blossoms
of many varieties. The president enjoyed the sight immensely and whenever a particularly gorgeous vehicle
went by he showed his appreciation
by generous applause. The city was
crowded with visitors and everywhere
the president showed himself he was
greeted with tumultous cheers. Sev
eral features of entertainment have
been arranged for this evening. The
train will leave Los Angeles tomorrow
morning on its journey to San Francis
co. En route there will be a number
of stops to enable the president to via
It the big tree groves and other sights
and wonders of Southern California.
Red-land-

Erie Canal Banquet.
Buffalo, N. Y., May 8. Five hundred
guests have been invited to attend the
Erie Canal Banquet at the EUIcott
Hotel tonight. The affair Is to be held
in celebration of the hundred million
handout.
Howard Huston Holt, a civil engl
neer from Richmond, Va., is here and
will open an office soon.

DISTRICT COURT.
Applications for Sale of Mine and
Mill in Cochiti

BUILDING AND

District.

LOAN

CASE.

This morning the court heard the
application of the Repano Powder
company for an order of sale of the
mine and mill of the Cochiti Gold Mining company, to secure payment of its
lien heretofore decreed to it of 14,000
for powder furnished the said Cochiti
Gold Mining company, and an order
of sale by the receiver (Spencer) of
so much of the property as may be
necessary to satisfy the lien. In the
same case the court allowed an appeal to the Cartwrlght Mercantile company tor denial of its petition of intervention.
The court this morning heard argument upon demurrer of the defendants, the several building and loan associations of this city, to the complaint of the territory to collect taxes
upon the mortgages of the associations. In 1901 the legislature made an
ineffectual attempt to destroy this
power of taxation, and again the
legislature enacted a law exempting building and loan associations from taxation upon both stock
and mortgages. The territory insisted
that the law is in violation of the I

Colorado Appropriation Bill.
Denver, May 8 Judge Carpenter
today rendered a decision in the suit
company to have
of the News-Time- s
the general appropriation bill declared null and void. Some of the speci
fications were stricken out and the
caBe will go to trial on the others. The
state treasurer and auditor, defend
ants in the case, have five days In
which to prepare a plea on the com
plaint.
The Times this afternoon
claims that the specifications ruled
out by the Judge have no effect on the
general proposition that the bill was
improperly passed.

Springer act, in that it conferred spec
lal privileges upon certain corpora'
tions, and also upon the ground that
the act was In conflict with the consti
tution of the United States, providing
that no law shall be passed dlscrlmtn
atlng between foreign and domestic
corporations, because this act exempts
domestic building and loan assocla
tions from taxation and docs not ex
empt foreign associations.
The court held the legislation Is not
invalid lor the reasons set up.
In the district court yesterday Dio-nes Lopez secured a divorce from his
wife,
Clarlta Lopez, the plaintiff
pleading desertion. Judge W. C. Hea
AT THE CURIO ROOMS.
cock appeared as attorney for the
plaintiff.
Papers have been filed lv. the case
of Jesus Romero, Bank of Commerce How the President Was Entertained
and Jacobo Yrisarrl versus Solomon
by Manager Switzer.
Bibo, Felix Mandell, M. H. Grunsfeld,
S. Grunsfeld, her husband, and Henry
H. Prank. Suit on a replevin bond ten
years ago.
SQUAW ELLE WAS INTERESTED.
Oil Steamer Lost.
New York, May 8. Edward P.

Luck-enbac-

one of the ownera of the oil
S. U.Luckenbach, which
Is missing, said today that he had given up hope of the steamer ever being
heard from. The 8. U. Luckenbach
left Sabine Pass, Tex., March 22, for
Philadelphia with a cargo of 1,100,000
gallons of oil. Her captain was George
T. Thompson, and there was a crew of
thirty-twmen. She was due at Philadelphia about April 15.

tank steamer,

o

THE M'MILLAN

Indications Point to

CASE.

the

Removal

of the Judge.
JUDGE

FREEMAN TALKS.

Hon. A. A. Freeman,
N. M., arrived in town

of Carlsbad,

this morning

over the Rock Island, and la stopping
at the Zelger hotel, says the El Paso
News.
Judge Freeman Is a very prominent
member of the New Mexico bar, and
Is
justice of the supreme
court of that territory.
He is Just from Washington, D. C,
where be has been for two months
past attending to the presentation of
the charges of the conduct preferred
about a year ago against Judge Daniel H. McMillan, Justice of the Fifth
Judicial district of New Mexico, with
headquarters at Socorro.
Judge McMillan has put up a hard
fight to refute the allegations made
agalDSt him. but seemingly to no ef
feet, as according to all reoorts from
Washington, the fiat has practically
gone forth decapitating him, though
the formal decision in the case has
not yet been made by the department
or justice.
The fight against Judge McMillan
originated in the charges made in
open court at Socorro, about a year
ago, by an attorney who now resides
in El Paso, Elfigo Baca.
Nothing
was done in the premises until the
people of Carlsbad held a masa meet
ing and demanded that the chances be
Investigated, as enough was known
locally there to give color of truth
to them.
The department of Justlcn then lent
a secret inquiry officer down to Lincoln and the Pecos valley, and as a
result of his report. Judge McMillan
wa summoned to answer the charees
at Washington.
Judge Freeman represented
the
Carlsbad and Pecos valley neoule at
the inquiry, and it Is from this errand
that he Is now In the city, en route
home.
Judge Freeman called uoon Judee
Leigh Clark and John Franklin this
morning.
In speaking about the case of Judee
McMillan Judge Freeman said:
My assurances when I left Wash
ington were that the investigation
would be taken up again as soon as

President Roosevelt was the guest
of Manager Switzer at the Harvey curio rooms for a short time Tuesday af
ternoon before his special left for the
Grand Canyon of Arizona.
Here the president enjoyed himself
looking at the curios, and he appreelated very much Manager Swltzer's
courtesy.
The Navajo Indian squaw, Elle, who
wove the now famous Commercial
club saddle blanket, was presented to
the president by Manager Switzer,
President Roosevelt shook her hand
cordially and said he was glad to meet
her. Elle, who don't understand Eng
lish, grinned from ear to ear with
marked pleasure at having the chance
to shake hands with the "Great White
Father" from Washington. Her huJ
band, "Brave Tom," stood near, and
Interpreted what the president had
said to her and she smiled again and
her physique swelled larger than It
ever did before.
Manager Switzer presented an elegant photograph of Elle. and the saddle blanket most completed, to the
president, who exclaimed on receiving
it: "My Is'nt this Interesting." It was
mounted on a beautiful large white
card board.
Members of the presidential party
admired the artistic decorations that
the manager had put up for the occa
sion, and complimented him for it.
Conductors to Meet in Pittsburg.
Pittsburg, Pa.. May 8. The biennial
convention of the Order of Railway
Conductors, to be held here next week,
promises to be one of the most Impor
tant meetings ever held by the order.
The report of Grand Chief Conductor
E. E. Clark is being anticipated with
considerable interest. Mr. Clark was a
member of the labor commission
which Investigated the antraclte coal
strike, and It Is believed his report will
deal with many points brought to light
In the hearing before that body.
The order has a membership of
and over 5,000 delegates and visitors are expected to attend the convention. The local members have been
working hard to get everything
In
shape for the convention, and the arrangements are now practically complete. A banquet, reception and other
features of entertainment are contemplated. The visiting conductors will
represent not only all the chief rail
way systems of the United States, but
also those of Canada and Mexico,
which countries are embraced in the
membership of the order.
35,-00-

From a Pagan Philosopher.
If thou flndest in human life any
thing better '.nan Justice, truth, temperance, fortitude, and. In a word, any
thing better than thy own mind's
In the things which It enables thee to do according to right
reason, and In the condition that la as
signed to thee without thy, own choice;
ir. I say, thou seest anything better
than this, turn to It with all thy soul.
and enjoy that which thou hast found
to be the best. "The Thoughts of
Marcus Aurellus."

LABOR STRUGGLE
IN BROOKLYN

The grading on the Albuquerque
Eastern Is progressing fast, and In every department of this road work is
going on nicely.
Mr. Hopewell will leave for Chicago
United Stales Much Concerned tonight, where he will meet Messrs.
W. H. Andrews, Francis J. Torrance,
Arthur Kennedy and others from
in Matter.
Pennsylvania, who are Interested in
the building of the Santa Fe Central
and Albuquerque Eastern railroads.
THERE MAY BE WAR IN ASIA These gentlemen will come to New
Mexico over the Rock Island to Torrance Junction and thence over the
Continuance Granted in a St. Lou!: Santa Fe Central to the end of the
track. Here vehicles v.ill meet the
party and drive them over the line to
Bribery Case.
Santa Fe.

RUSSIA

FRISCO SALE.

NUMliKII 448

WANT

TELEGRAPHERS
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RUSSIANS

NEGROES HANGED.

INJUNCTION

Washington, May 8 The state de
partment has received official confirmation from ita agent in China of the
increase of Russian army in New
Chwang, Manchuria, and there is reason to believe, If President Roosevelt
approves, that this country Is prepar
ing to take vigorous steps in the matter.
Secretary Hay Is In communication
with President Roosevelt in California
and upon the latter' decision the secretary's course will depend.
It Is stated that ' the department's
patience Is taxed by the course of
events In Manchuria and that It now
contemplates a more radical step than
any which has heretofore marked the
negotiations.
The proposed step contemplates
joint action by Japan, England and the
United States.
Preceding negotiations have been
hampered by the inability of this government to act jointly with other na
tions without violating its traditions,
but it Is now hinted that some plan
of
with England and Ja
pan may be devised which will have
the effect of convincing the Russian
government of the luKeT determination of the three nation to Insist upon
Russia's evacuation of Manchuria,
while not actually committing the Un
Ited States to a formal alliance. This
program Is subject to the approval of
the president.
Baron Stemlerg. the German min
later, and Sir Michael Herbert, the
British ambassador, both called at the
state department today. It was be
lieved that their visits were In some
degree connected with the Manchur-Iasituation.

Building Operations to Stop
in the City.

Two Murderers Pay the Death Penal
ty In t, Louis.
Sf. Louis. Mav 8. Henry Wilson
and Sampson Gray, negroes, were
hanged In the jail yard today for murder. This is the first double hanging
here since Maxwell, who murdered Arthur Preller In the Souhern hotel, and
another murderer were executed Aug
ust 10. 1888. It was also the first pri
vate execution In the history or St.
Louis, a few officials and newspaper
men being th only persons present.
Gray was condemned to death for kill
ing another r.tgro for money, while
Wilson was convicted of the murder of
Thomas Mooney, a levee saloonkeeper,
whom he attempted to hold up.
AFTER

MINE

The Government

SWINDLERS.

After Bogus Mine

Promoters.

END

OF THE GRAFTER

APPROACHING.

An officer of the United States portal service said yesterday that the day
of the mining stock grafter and the
bogua mine promoter is over. People
who have dealt heavily In watered
mining stock, and the authorities of
the law who have received numerous
complaints from this source, have discovered that they can bring the swindlers to justice through the postoffice
department.
New Mexico and Arizona have piov-efertile fields for the mining grafter
to work from In the past and thousands of dollars worth of mining machinery, lying rusting over the country, bespeaks that this Is true. So
many swindles have been perpetrated
WORK PROGRESSING
from this country by this kind ol
grafter that the people In the east,
who In the past have furnished money
On the Santa Fa Central and Albu for schemes from which they received
no returns, are now very wary alout
querque Eastern.
investing in honest properties and with
honest miners with good prospect
holes.
y jj
IMMENSE COAL FIELDS.
The postoffice department
niw
going after the bogus mine promoters
in great style. In a number of cases
General Manager W. 8. Hopewell, already tried In Arizona it has been
the iron man of the Albuquerque East found that the scheme were promotern and Santa Fe Central railroad ed by the use of the United State
companies, came down from the An mails and were clear case of using
cient city last night and Is registered the mails to defraud.
at the Alvarado,
Want an Injunction.
When seen by a representative of
St. Louis, May 8. The Commercial
The Citizen this morning he said that Telegrapher' Union of America today
nearly twenty-fivmiles of track had filed a petition in the United State
been laid up to last night on the San- district court asking Judge Adams to
ta Fe Central; that by July first he Issue an injunction, restraining the
hoped to have the first train run be- Western Union Telegraph company
tween Santa Fe and Torrance. This from discharging men belonging to
will be made a notable occasion.
the union.
The coal fields In and about Hagan
The petitioners also ask that the
othcoal
will surprise the
barons and
company be restrained from blacklister lesser lights of this country, when ing members of the union and from inthings get to going properly.
The terfering with them in any manner.
coal deposits are enormous at this
Corn Belt Scholastic Meet.
place, and it Is claimed by expert
8pringfleld. 111., May 8 The inter
that the coal fields of New Mexico
outrank In quantity those of the great est taken In the annual meeting of the
Things are Corn Belt Oratorical and Athletic as
state of Pennsylvania.
humming at Hagan, and when the sociation I evidenced by the large
road is opened up. It will hum with number of students and other visitors
activity that will put to shame some here. Lincoln, Decatur, Clinton, Pul
aski and the other towns holding
of the older towns In the territory.
membership In the association are all
well represented.
THE WEEKLY CITIZEN.
Judging from the number of entries
the athletic meet, which takes place
at the fair grounds this afternoon, will
It Will Contain Roosevelt Articles establish a new record for the associa
tion. No less promising Is the oratorand Illustrations.
ical contest to be held at the state
this evening and which will be
house
The Weekly Citizen will be la- by judges, legislators, state
attended
sued Saturday morning and It will
officials and other persons of promiX contain the Roosevelt reception
nence.
V articles and Illustrations:
also
his speeches while In this city.
Carnegie to Preside.
The demand for extra copies of
London, May 8. Andrew Carnegie
The Dally Citizen, containing X is to be greeted by a rarely distinguish
X these articles and illustrations.
cil gathering when he presides at the
was greater than was anticipated
lion and steel trades' annual banquet
by extra
but will be supnlii-'at the Hotel Cecil tonight. Among
copies of the wetkly edition.
X those who have accepted Invitations
Those wishing extra coDies will
to be present are Prime Minister Balconfer a favor by leaving order X four, Lord Chief Justice Alverstone,
at this office, not later than 9 X Ambassador Choate, the Duke of Devo'clock Saturday morning.
s onshire, James Bryce, John Morley,
Lord Biaasty and a host of others.
d

1

e

OCCUPY

CHINESE FORTS

Two Negro Murderers Hanged in St. Louis
Colorado Appropriation Bill.
At a meeting of principal of certain territorial bonds
now In the territorial treasury, the)
was inaugurated for a sim of $25,000 to the fund for the

New York, May

8.

the Brooklyn builders and contractors

a movement
struggle between labor unions and em-- j maintenance and operation of the col- An lege under and by virtue of the author
ployers In the builriing trades.
organization was affected under the ity contained In a clause of the approlegislaname of the Builder's Protective asso- priation law of the Thirty-fiftciation of Brooklyn, and a committee tive assembly, approved March 15th,
was appointed to confer with similar j 1903. The matter will come up before
associations in Manhattan and the Judge McFle upon his return from
Bronx. The chairman of the meeting holding court In Kio Arriba county.
explained Its object and said:
RUSSIA IS READY.
"We will not give in to the demands
of the labor agitators under any cirWhatever wages are War I Imminent on the Border, of the'
cumstances.
Chinese Empire.
now being paid will stand and will not
Pekln, May 8. Russians', it Is an- be lifted. We propose to fight to a
finish, and If necessary will cause a nounced,
reoccupled
have
New
of all building opera-- j Chwang with a large force, and have
complete tie-utions until we win.'
also put garrisons in the forts at the
mouth of Liao river. They are further reported to be making extensive
New York Strike,
j
New York, May 8. There was no warlike preparations. .""
, ;
cvhange in the situation of the strike
The news of the Russian activity.
of the 15,000 excavators and rock men which comes from a most trustworthy
today. The president of the union said source, at New Chwang. adds that on
that the subway men might submit the their return to New Chwang the Rusquestion of hours to arbitration, but sian troops brought with them several
they would not accept anything less large guns. A large force has been
than 2 a day. Work was also at a ordered to reoccupy Tien Chwang TaL
standstllon most of the big buildings The Russians have 14,000 troops be
aa the result Of the refusal of the lum- tween the mouth of the Llao river and
bermen and brick dealers to sent out Port Arthur.
material until the teamsters have modJapan Protest. '
ified their demands.
Yokohama, May 8. There are per-slstent reports In circulation regardTelephone 8trlke.
Cincinnati, May 8. All the linemen. ing the movements of Russian troop
foremen, Inspectors and conduit men along the Talu river. Detachments
of the local Bell Telephone company have entered Korea ostensibly to prostruck today for an increase in wages. tect the Rnusslan timber concession
and a large body of Russian troops is)
reported to be approaching Wlju, Ko
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
rea. The Japanese government is
protesting against their actions.
Russian Occupation.
Incorporation London, May 8. The announcement
Agent Designated-Ns- w
from Pekln that the Russians have
--Appointments.
reoccupled New Chwang must not be
understood as Implying that they eer
fully evacuated the ptace.The news,
TREASURER VAUGHN MANDAMUSED.
U taken here to mean that that town"
has been reoccupled by the force, the
withdrawal of which was announced
Governor Otero appointed the fol- In April, when the Russians said all
lowing notary public: Inocenclo Val-de- the troops except men necessary for
?f T&OB, for Taos county.
the police guard had been' removed.
ja i
i
Deputy Warden Appointed.
dontlnuedV
Bribery Case
.. '..
Page B. Otero, territorial fish and
St. Louis, May 8. Judge Ryan ha
game warden, appointed the following granted a
continuance until May 21 in
deputy warden for Santa Fe county, the case of Jerry Hannfgan, delegate
Martin Varela, of Pecos.
from the Twenty-firs- t
ward, whose
trial on a bribery charge was to have
Agent Designated.
The Gold Quarts Mining company, begun today. Emll Hartman Is the
organized and existing under the laws next member of the house of delegate
of the territory of New Mexico, but to be tried for bribery. HI case is set
whose principal office Is at Milwaukee, for May 13.
Wis., filed a certificate with the territorial secretary recently designating
RIO GRANDE PRESBYTERY.
the location of the principal office of
the company In the territory and naming the agent. W. H. Raymer is the
agent named and the office will be at Convened in This City Today at the
Tres Pledras.
Presbyterian Church.
Incorporations.
The Truchas Lumber company has
filed articles of Incorporation with the
SERMON THIS EVENIN6.
territorial secretary. The company is
authorized to buy, sell and manufacture lumber, to build and operate a
The Presbytery of the Rio Grande
saw mill and railroad, to buy lumber convened In this city today at the
lands and carry on a general mercan Presbyterian church.
tile business. The company is capitalThe morning session opened at 8:30
ized at $50,000. which Is divided Into and was devoted to routine business.
500 shares of the par value of $100
Rev. H. C. Thompson, of the Menaul
each. The term of existence Is 50 school, was elected moderator, and
years, and the affairs of the company Rev. John Morley, of Laguna, temporfor the first three months are to be in ary clerk.
the hand of the following board of
The members of the Presbytery
three directors, who are the incorpor- present besides the above are Reverators: George B. Brady. Bentamln ends John Menaul, Albuquerque; M.
Bookhamer and Collin L. Pollard, all Matthewson,
Socorro;
M.
John
of Rio Arriba county, New Mexico. Shields, Perea; T. C. Beattle, AlbuThe princ ipal place of business of the querque; M. T. Conklin, of Alamogor-d- o
compary will be xated at Tiuha,
W. K. Try. Las Cruces; M. J.
In Rio Arriba county.
Denting; Rev. Charles P. TayMandamus Applied For.
lor, who was received from the Pres
The board of regenta of the College bytery of Monmouth, New Jersey.
of Agriculture and Mechanic Art at
This evening at 8 o'clock Rev. Chas.
Mesilla Park has filed a petition for a j. Thompson, D. D., of New York, sec
writ of maldamus to be directed to J. retary of the board of borne missions
H. Vaughn, treasurer of the territory of the Presbyterian
church, will
of New Mexico in the first Judicial dis- preach. It will be long before Albutrict court in Santa Fe. The petition- querque people will again have the
ers pray that such a writ be Issued opportunity to hear the great preach
upon the treasurer alone and com- er, for he Is considered one of the fin
manding him to transfer from the est in the land, and It Is a great privisinking fund for the payment of the lege to be able to listen to him.
.
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Improper y dl- 1862
1903
with forty five little tirla dressed In
while
states,
representing
white
the
d
on the outside of a gate stood a wistWinds Are Disagreeable!
d
The
ful youngster trying to pass Uncle
ImDlir,
weak
ach
It
ton
Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Sam, who posed as Cerebus, guarding
They cause your face and hands to chap. Our Almond I en
ndneedsa
Jas. Heekin ft Co.'s Coffees, Inv
tonic Try the
corral.
statehood
the
Ladies
WITH AMPLE MEANS
Bitter. It
coin mid Wit. h llmel Cream Is a WONDFll
boden's Granite Flour.
"President Roosevelt smiled grimly
rure
AND UN8UR PA8SED FACILITIES
become enthusiastic over it. If you haven't tried it. do so.
when he saw this touching spectacle
Sick Headache,
and remarked that when New Mexico
Staple and Fancy Groceries
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUb, H, M.
jf Sour Stomach,
ALVAWADO PHARMACY,
had a little more Irrigation the petite
?14 South Second Street.
by
and
might
slip
maid on the outside
Constipation,
U. H. BRIU05 & CO.. ProprleUT
EXTENDS TO DEPO8ITOR8 EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
-- Pest
Bil iousnrss,
Join her sinters. This was a hint from
on
Hllsboro Creamery
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
other side that should not be lost
the
Indigestion,
'Prions
Automatic
207
Colorado. 'Phone 48
on either of the territories to the east
CAPI TAL, S100,0O0.0a
Dasprpsia 0 r
of Southern California.
1 roubles
Delivery
Free
Solicited.
O.ders
Kidney
"In other words, the president sugOFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
tend to enlighten and uplift the man gested that In stable agriculture lies
M. 8, OTERO, President
ifijfi who makes cereals and fruits grow the road to statehood, and by developJUbuqurrouc
W. 8. 8TRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashle.
ing water and cultivating the soil,
where none grew before.
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
LETTER LIST.
HUGHES ft McCREIOHT, Publisher!
rather than digging prospecting holes,
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
Organized labor claims the credit of the political ambition of the territory
Editor
Thorn. HuKhM
Gold Avenue,
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FOR
DEPOSITORY
more
ATCHISON,
quickly
may
City
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attained.
A
TOPEKA
be
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Editor
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having first proposed the Louisiana
Remaining in the post office at
adPurchase Exposition. At a meeting of This is in line with the
Published Dally and Weekly.
8,
May
1903:
M.,
N.
the Central Trades and Labor Union age that the permanence of a country's
Persons calling for or sending for
In St. Louis. January 23. 1898, resolu- wealth is ganged by its agricultural
these
letters please state where they
ArizoNew
Let
products.
general
Mexico
and
first
tions were passed and the
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had been receiving mall, also mention
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that
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Railroad Topics
H. E. Walt. A. Frost and J. H. Ray
have been employed as firemen on the
local division.
Dr. S. Vann, optician and 8anta Fe
watch Inspector, returned this morn
Ing from a couple of days spent at
towns on the Rio Orande division.
General Francis Torrence and party
of Pennsylvania capitalists will arrive
at Torrance on May 10 and will proceed to Antelope Springs to spend several days.
R. A. Finney, who until recently occupied the position of night caller for
the local round house, has gone to
C. A. Ooss
work In the back shops.
succeeds him as caller.
Superintendent Joh nSteln of the Harvey system of eating1 houses, and wife,
who were In the city a couple of days
this week, have gone to El Paso They
will visit with friends at Las Cruces
before returning east.
W. A. Morey of Denver, Colo., left
for the north after spending a day in
Santa Fe. He la superintendent of
bridges and buildinps for the Denver
&.RIo Grande railroad system, and
was on official business.
Trainmaster L. U. Morris of the
Rio Grande division passed through
the city this morning en route to
where he has been called on business. It is reported that the offices
at Topeka have a grievance to present.
The Citizen Is glad to note that
James II. Hill, the young man who
had both of his legs amputated below
the knees several days ago at the St.
Joseph hospital, as a result of a railroad accident, is getting along nicely.
The Optic says: "C. D. Hill, who Is
and who formerly worked
an
In the offices of this city, but who later
went to railroading and is now running a passenger train between Win-BloArizona, and Needles, Cal., passed through on No. 1 today, accompanied by his wife, to Pittsburg, Pa., to
attend the Order of Railway Conductors' convention."
For a week past petty thieving has
been going on around the local Santa
Fe station. Most of the work has been
done during the evening when the late
trains arrive. Valises have been stolen
from the cars and from the waiting
rooms, and the stealing has become
such a nuisance that Depot Master
Barton has declared against all tramps
suspicious persons, who are
and
caught loafing around the station with
no good cause. Several articles were
found missing last night. One thief
even had the audacity to steal the grip
of a train porter.
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o
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Quick Arrest
J. A. Gulledge of Verbena, Ala., was
twice In the hospital from a severe
tucase of piles causing twenty-fou- r
mors. After doctors and all remedies
failed, Bucklen's Arnica Salve quickly
arrested further Inflammation and
cured him. It conquers aches and
kills pain. 25c at all druggists,
o

CONDUCTORS

AND

ENGINEERS.

They Are Dismissed, Charged with
Frequenting Saloons.
Superintendent George E. Ayer, of
"this division, created considerable excitement by posting a notice of dismissal of six conductors and engineers
of the Santa Fe on the charge of frequenting saloons, says a dispatch from
Dodge City, Kansas.
The conductors and engineers are
mostly men who have been In the employ of the Santa Fe for a considerable time, and the feeling In regard to
their dismissal Is quite strong. There
are some railroad men who favor taking an appeal from Superintendent
Ayer's ruling, and calling upon the
higher officials of the road to rescind
the action.
It Is claimed that some of the men
who were dismissed are not "boozers"
tut that they simply happened to be
caught in joints when the company's
spotter was there. The conductors and
engineers who were dismissed say
that no notice has been given that the
company expected to Impose such a
penalty on men caught in Joints.
Topeka Santa Fe officials, when
shown the above communication from
Dodge City stated that the rule against
frequenting saloons Is not a new one,
and that it has been In the company's
rule book for a number of years.
"Any conductor or engineer who has
been In the business long enough to
obtain his position ought to know tne
rules of the company, and understand
the penalty for frequenting Joints,"
said a local official of the operating
department.
"It Is one of the most important
rules of the Santa Fe that its employes must keep away from the saloons. We have not been called upon
to Impose the penalty very frequently,
and I am not fully posted as to the
circumstances In the present case, but
I do not anticipate that it will cause
any general dissatisfaction among the
men."
Most of the leading railroads of the
country have strict rules agalnBt saloon frequenting on the part of Its
trainmen, and the penalty for violation of the rule is In roost cases the
dismissal of the man guilty of the violation.
CHANGES

IN GULF

LINES.

General Manager Nixon Tells of Important Improvements.
General Manager Nixon, of the Santa Fe Gulf lines, stated to the Beaumont, Texas, Post, that forty miles of
the Sommerville branch will lie Imme
diately ballasted and by the end of

UK ALBUQUERQUE
Paso-Roc-

k

from different Mexican points by way
of the El Paso-RocIsland from El
Paso to northern points.
The Santa Fe company Is also arranging for as heavy a movement
from El Paso and Doming. It Is estimated that the Santa Fe will handle
over five hundred cars from Deming to
the other markets and also a very
heavy movement out of El Paso.
The California shipments have about
stopped for this year and only a few
more trains of Mexican cattle will go
there.
k

next year this entire division will be
In first class shape from Sommerville

east.
He said, also, that there would probably be a new schedule on this branch
effective May 12, with leaving time
from Beaumont a little later. The
'ihe Silshee shops and round house
wll be at once Increased In size. He
looks for big crops in north Texas and
a consequent heavy timber traffic over
the line from this section.
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
Mr. Nixon Is with his family and has opiates and can safely be given to
been in Beaumont two days, but says children. Alvarado Pharmacy.
there is nothing significant In the
visit.
Andrew Carnegie, shortly after his
arrived In England, Is quoted by the
The
correspondent of the AmeriRecent experiments, by practical can as saying: "You can say for me
tests and examination with the aid of that I am thoroughly In favor of Kler
the
establish It as a fact that Hardie's suggestions that all railways
catarrh of the stomach Is not a dis- should be nationalized. It would be
ease of Itself, but that It results from an excellent thing for the people If
repeated attacks of Indigestion. "How that would be effected If all the railKodol roads were under state control. Fares
can I cure my Indigestion?"
Dyspepsia Cure is curing thousands. would be lower and the comfort of
It will cure you of Indigestion and the passengers would be better, looked
dyspepsia, and prevent or cure catarrh after."
of the stomach. Kodol digests what
you eat makes the stomach sweet.
Foley's Honey and Tar Is peculiarly
Sold by B. II. Briggs & Co., S. Vann adapted for asthma, bronchitis
and
ft Son.
hoarseness. Alvarado Pharmacy,
NOT GOING TO RESIGN.

President Trumbull, of Colorado &
Southern, Makes Denial.
President Frank Trumbull cf the
Colorado & Southern denied with
emphasis a report that he Is to relinquish the presidency of that railroad in favor of Vice President Herbert, and that he is to remove to New
York as financial adviser to Edwin
Hawley, or that he Is to spend a year
in Europe, says the Denver Repubii- "There is net a word of truth i. any
of the reports," said President Tium-bul"except that I am to sail for Europe on May 26. When the board of
directors of the Colorado & Southern
heard of my severe Illness, a resolution was adopted that I take a vaca
tlon long enough to recover my health.
I shall not remain abroad longer than
three months, spending four weeks at
Carlsbad and the remainder of the
time about the continent and England.
"I expect to be back in Denver early
in the fall, as well as ever and ready
for hard work. Denver Is good enough
for me and I do not intend to give up
my residence here. You may say that
I expect to continue as president of
the Colorado Southern, and have no
Mr. Herbert
intention of resigning.
will be In complete charge during my
absence, of course. That's all there
Is to it."
Vice President and General Manager Herbert smiled when his attention
was called to the report.
"I've heard that before," he said
"You'd better see Mr. Trumbull about
it. He's the president of the road."
l,

Cattle Shipments.
The Rock Island is making preparation for handling about six hundred
cars of cattle In the next few weeks
from southern New Mexico.
Three trains of cattle have Just
moved from Ancho, N. M,. and three
more trains are expected to move In
a few days. These cattle are being
shipped by J. B. McDonald to Kansas
points. Four trains have already been
or.dered to load at Columbus, N. M,
for the northwest territory and Canadian points.
Three hundred cars will move by
May 16 from the Pecos valley by way
HEAVILY INVOLVED.
Failure Impending.
Improper feeding brings on disease.
The use of coffee for Instance Is almost
certain to cause organic Ills. The
whole system of health becomes Involved and the physical failure known
as collapse Is always Impending. No
financial trouble can cause half the
suffering that follows disease and
most disease comes from what we eat
and drink.
It Is no guess work but solid scientific fact that coffee hurts about 9 of
every 10 that drink It. It attacks the
vital organs directly, and indirectly Its
111
results are frequently seen In the
remotest corners of the body. All the
while serious organic diseases may be
growing that will be hard to cure and
the coffee drinker Is subject to such
suffering as headaches, bllliousness,
flatulence. Insomnia, nervousness and
a hundred and one other Ills.
"Once upon a time, as they say In
fairy tales, when I was controlled by
the coffee fiend," writes a lady of St.
John, Canada, life was a weary burden to me on account of the wretched
headaches, utter weariness of both
mind and body and general biliousness, all due, as I afterwards found
out, to the use of coffee. Acting upon
an old friend's advice, I quit coffee and
drank Post urn and presto, in a week
I was transformed Into a different being
"In a month I was gifted with bounding energy In place of my former lassitude and a general uprising of my
formerly dormant ambitions was plainly evident. I benefited so greatly that
I constituted
myself a missionary
among my friends to spread the truth
about Postum and I can tell you of
many of my friends who have used It
with wonderful good results."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich
Don't go Into health bankruptcy.
Look Into the scientific points of Pos- turn vs. Coffee
A
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Your grandmother's

TMIQ WB.EK

doc-

tor ordered it for your
father. It's the same

low priced specials for the early days of the
Warm Weather Season.

Extremely

e

.

C. ATKB CO., Lowell,

40-ce-

ploy of the company for many years,
In fact almost "grew up" with it. He
was burled In San Bernardino.

"

.Tail .rnlnl.
Shirt Waists,

have Dr. Thomas' Eolectric Oil on
hand for the emergency.

38C

o

33C pr

SPECIAL No. 3:
Ladles' Silk Stocks,
regular price 50c, this
week

35C,- 3 for $1

Gingham

7rl""rt;".i-

SPECIAL No. 16:
L adlea' Lisle Vests.
finished neck. 15 cent

-

the60 cent kind
8PEC,AL

Brad0

N-

-

oo

121

Men's
Regular

Cotton Hose.
15 centers

'OC9

3 Pr 25C

8pEClA, No. 17.
L a d I e s' Ha ndker- chiefs, full value 10 cts;
this week

No. 1, Cotton Back,
Velvet Ribbon,
best

grade,

50-ce-

f

35

cents;

special
Pearl
reg
r

this

k

35c
Ladles' Colored Shirt
Waists, regular $1.00
values

u

Bovs' Mother s Friend

12.00;

!

we

shirt Waists

45G

gy-g-

7Sc

SPECIAL No. 6:
Lawns, good
colorings,

SPECIAL No. 10:
50 cent Lawn Baby
Caps

SPECIAL No.

SPECIAL No.

Ladles' Walking
Skirts, $3.00 value

derwear,
values

39c

Q2.4Q

81c yd

this

0

OOC
nt

cha,n.

VL

8PECIAL No. 19:
MuglIn
UnderBkrtg

SPECIAL No.

No. 9:

No ta- -

Neck

23c bolt

-

SPECIAL No. 4:
Yard wide Colored
Madras Cloths; suitable
for waistlngs; regular
3oc goods,

SPECIAL No. 1H

SPECIAL No. 13:

SPECIAL No. 8:
Children's
Dresses,
the
klnd

.

3Sc

8PEC,AL N"
Ladle8' BIack Lace
x.tale Hose, regular 40c
grade

SPECIAL No. 2:

little life may be sacrificed to a
sudden attack of croup, if you don't

used for construction
of Humbodlt distance of eight and onelflfth miles,
bay. The order was placed in foreign and the longest stretch of straight
track Is 413 feet in length.
markets.
The Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific
Made Young Again.
now preparing specifications for
"One of Dr. King's New Life Pills is
100 wooden flat cars of 80.000 pounds
each night for two weeks has put me
capacity, six cabooses and six ballast
In my 'teens' again" writes D. H. Turspreaders, which will be ordered at an
ner of Dempseytown, Pa. They're the
early date.
best in the, world for liver, stomach
and bowels. Purely vegetable. Never
Dr. F. K. Ainsworth. of Los Angeles,
gripe. Only i5c at all druggists.
has just been appointed chief surgeon
o
of the Southern Pacific with headquarThe latest thing In railway adver- ters In San Francisco, to succeed Dr.
tisements is a little pamphlet gotten Gardiner, who recently died in San
out by the Rock Island. It is entitled Francisco.
"May Tours to California," and contains many things of Interest to the
Traveling is Dangerous.
person who Intends to go to California
Constant motion Jars the kidneys
during the coming summer.
which are kept in place in the body by
attachments. This is the readelicate
"Neglected colds make fat gravetravelers, trainmen, street car
son
yards." Dr. Wood's Norway Pine men,that
teamsters and all who drive very
Syrup helps men and women to a
much, suffer from kidney disease in
happy, vigorous old age.
some from. Foley's Kidney Cure
o
The merchants' freight bureau of strengthens the kidneys and cures all
Little Rock, Ark., filed with the inter- forms of klduey and bladder disease.
state commerce commission a com- Geo. E. Hausan, locomotive engineer,
plaint against the St.
Iron Lima, Ohio, writes, "Constant vibraMountain V Southern, the St. Louis tion of the engine caused me a great
Southwestern and the Choctaw, Okla- deal of trouble with my kidneys, and I
homa & Gulf railways, alleging that got no relief until I used Foley's Kidcarload rates on machinery recently ney Cure." Alvarado Pharmacy.
agreed on by those lines to take effect
o
Two light engines going west ran
May 14, are unjust, unwarranted and
freight at Hardy
bound
an
east
unreasonable. The commission is ask- Into
ed to restrain the defendant lines from Friday night, smashing them up conputting Into effect the proposed rates. siderably. Trains were delayed sevThe commission at once Issued notice eral hours. No one was seriously Into the defendants to file answer to jured.
the complaint within twenty days
It is stated that work on the St.
from date.
Louis, Brownsville & Mexico road,
The Topeka State Journal says: which is projected to run between San
Santa Fe engines No. 122 and No. 123 Antonio and Brownsville, Texas, a dishave been sold and orders have been tance of 260 miles, will be started at
Issued to the effect that they shall be once.
repaired in the Santa Fe shops before
The general railway passenger
they are delivered to the purchasers. agents of Chicago estimate that from
Both engines are to have new fire 15,000 to 25,000 persons will avail
boxes and after several other repairs themselves of the $50 round trip exhave been made they will be repainted cursion rate to California this month.
No. 122 Is to be numbered 1 and to be
lettered Galena, Frontenac & NorthThe Southern Pacific, it Is stated, Is
ern; No. 123 is to be numbered 4 and is considering the feasibility of removing
to be lettered T., M. ft N. One of the baggagemen from the trains and of
engines. No. 122, Is already in the combining the duties of baggage and
shop and the work of repairing her express agents.
las commenced.
Is
The El Paso ft Southwestern
John Orm, an engineer on a Santa having three new locomotives conFe switch engine, was dangerously in- structed by the American Locomotive
jured in the Santa Fe yards at Pueblo company at Schenectady, N. Y.
by being crushed between the engine
Eugenio Romero, of Las Vegas, Is
and a box car. His right leg was badly mashed and will have to be ampu- in the city today. He is a member of
tated. He was otherwise bruised about the firm which Is supplying the Santa
the lower part of the body and is In a Fe Central with railroad ties.
critical condition. The accident ocThe American Car and Foundry comcurred when the Rio Grande engine pany has just secured a contract from
pushed a heavy train of cars Into his the Kansas City, Mexico ft Orient line
engine while he was on it waiting for for eight new coaches.
orders.
The annual convent ipn of the Order
The oldest section boss, so far as of Railway Telegraph rs will meet In
service was concerned, on any of the St. IxjuIb next week t take up several
Santa Fe lines in the southwest, died Important matters.
at his home in Verdemont. after several weeks' Illness, says the San BerHank Ludvig, a f
ier car repairer
nardino Sun. His name was Dennis at Winslow, was kill 11 near El Paso
Callahan, and he had been in the em- - receutly by being run jver by a train.

BSC

23c

A

President E. P. Ripley has ordered
The most crooked railway in the
10,000 tons of steel to be used In California construction. The rails will be world Is said to be the North Pacific
delivered at San Francisco and will be buore line, which has 277 curves in a

SPECIAL No. 6:
Ladies' White Shirt
value for
Waists,

SPECIAL No. II
Fine Sheer
Dimities, beautiful de- signs,

Km.

ed.

TMIQ WEEK
n)
JJ ONL Y

ONLY

old Sarsaparilla today.
Tested and tried for 60
years. If constipated,-usAyer's Pills; gently
laxative, purely vegetable.

H. Brlman Duval, one of the directors of the great Santa Fe system, was
at the Alvarado yesterday afternoon.
Last evening he left on a private Pullman on No. 1 to continue his western
tour. During his stay he looked the
o
Alvarado and Harvey curio rooms
With the Constantly increasing ne- over. He expects to stay several weeks
cessity for the practice of the strictest on the coast, and will stop over In this
economy in railroad operation, rail- city on his return trip.
road managers are said to be continually turning their searchlights in all
Bad blood and indigestion are deaddirections to discovery hitherto over- ly enemies to good health. Burdock
looked Items and needless expense on Blood Bitters destroys them.
the one hand and possible ImproveThe Pennsylvania Is contemplating
ment In methods on the other. So
careful has been the scrutiny In this the building of a subway tinder its
latter regard that, although further many tracks at the shops in Kansas
gains will be made along the line. It City. It will be of brick and lighted
now appears that there Is very little by electricity and Is Intended for the
left to be desired. More powerful lo- safety of employes going to and from
comotives, larger cars, heavier rails, the shops. It was at first thought to
stronger bridges, better roadways, low- erect a bridge across, but that was
er grades and enlarged terminals have found to be impracticable.
all been contributed to reduce exTerrible plagues, those itching, pespenses to a minimum, and too much tering
diseases of the skin. Put an end
credit cannot be given the operating to misery. Dean's Ointment cures. At
department for its achievement in this any drug store.
direction.
A car filled with live seals from San
A. A. Herren, of Finch, Ark., writes. Uiego. Cal., arrived the other morn"Foley's Honey and Tar Is the best ing east lound. They were In a reguprepartion for coughs, colds and lung lar box car, the floor of which was
trouble. I Know that It has cured con- filled with water. The car doors were
sumption In the first stages." Alvarado nailed back and over the opening on
Pharmacy.
each side heavy netting was stretcho

8 1903

regular

$1.00

75c

300 - 302 - 304 - 300 - 300 - 310 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

Summer Excursion Rates
TO THE PACIFIC COAST
San Francisco and return
Los Angeles or Redondo

$55.00
35.00

..Dates of 8ala Every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday during months
of May, Juno, July, August and top.
tember.
Limits Novombor SO, 1909.
8topovere within limit of ticket Mirth
and west of Barstow.

Santa Monica, Long Beach or
35.00
East San Pedro
San Diego, Coronado Beach,. 39.00

For further Information call

F. L.Myers,

Santa Fe Ticket Agent, Albuquerque,

See the new spring showing of Easter suits, at our store. The entire line
Is now on display. Prices range from
$10

SIMON STERN,
to $20.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

W. L, Douglas shoes first aprlng
shipment has arrived many new
styles In patent vlcl, vicl kid, French
and box calf $3 and $3.60. SIMON
STERN, Railroad Avenue Clothier.'

Railroad Time Tables
Denver & Rio Grande System
8 A NT A FE BRANCH.
Time Table No. 71.
(Effective Wednesday, April 1, 1903.)
East Bound
No. 428

at ticket office

West Bound
No. 426

Subscribe for The Citizen.

5rTillllP

SU7

TIME TABLE

The Citizen

IN

NEWSPAPERS

MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS
to
Mrs roil

1909.

ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.

....

cents per week.

ADVERTISE

la ElnotKNoeuiber

ARRIVES FROM THE NORTH.
no. 1. California Express.... 7:16p.m.
No. 7, if ex. A Cal. Express.. 10: 06 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited. . . .10:40 a.m.
LEAVE) GOING NORTH.
No. 2. Atlantic Express
8:80 ajn.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
18:09 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.

15

N. M.

CURTIS NEWHALL CO.
Me ANatLce, caufokmia

Q.

Badaracco
Dealer la

Oeneral Herchandise and
Liquors

22, Atlantlo Express
7:10a.m.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 87, Mexico Express
11:00 p m
.Mo.

Proprietor of the Summer
All Kmas of Country Produce Boogie
and Sold.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 8, Atlantic Express
8:06 a.m. Goods Delivered Free to all Parts at
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:69 p.m.
the City.
No. 8, Chicago Express
:46 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
Corner of Third and Tljeraa
No. 1, California Express.... 8:16 p.m. Albuquerque
New atexte
Nr. 3, California Limited. .. .11:00 a.m.
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10:46 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
and No. 8 from the west
The No. 8 and No. 4 are the limited
811 Soutn First Street.
and they arrive dally.
FRANK VAJO, Proprietor.
Local freight No. 99, going south.
-a r ties passengers.
The oest or liquors served to pat.
r. k. MTERS. Agent rons
of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything bras
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

9:00 amjLv... Santa Fe...Ar 6:20 pm
Espanola
11:00 ami
1:00 pm
1:05 pm
Embudo .... 1:06 pm
3:40 pm...Tres Piedrai., 10:05 am
6:35 pm
Antonito .... 7:35 am
8 : 50 pmj
6:10 am
Alamosa
8:06 ami
1:37 am
Pueblo ....
7:16 am Ar... Denver ...Lv 9:30 pm
Trains run dally except Sunday.
Connections with the main line and
branches as follows:
At Antonito for Durango, Sllverton
HOTEL CLAIRE...
and all points in the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
SANTA FE, N. M
for La Veta, Pueblo. Colorado Springs
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
Creeds and all points in the San Luis
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
valley. At Sallda with main line
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
(standard gauge) for all points east
AND
BATHS
SANITARY
and west including Leadvllle and narPLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
row gauge points between Sallda and
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
Orand Junction.
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
At Florence and Canon City for the
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
gold camps of Cripple Creek and VicPLAN- tor. At Pueblo, Colorado Bprings and
Denver with all Missouri river lines
GEO. E. ELLIS,
for all points east
Proprietor and Owner.
For further Information address the
undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe
in standard gauge sleepers from AlaA. E.
mosa can have berths reserved on apFIRE INSURANCE
plication
B. W. BOBBINS, Oon. Agt.,
Secretary Mutual Building Assoclatloa
Santa Fe, N. M.
S. K. HOOPER.
P. A., Denvr, Colo. Office at J. U. Baidrldge's Lumber Tars'

04K4K4K4Ke4K44l

WALKER

THE ARCADE

The ICEBERG
Railroad Avenue.
tit
W.

1 he finest line of Liquors and Cigar
All patrons and friends cordially

lnto

ed to visit "The leeberg." Lnaca .4
served every day.
STEVE BALLING.

Proprietor.

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

LIQUORS

CIGARS

vt

We nandle everything :a
Uu
Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor at WlUUaa
Louisville, Kentucky.
111 S.

First

St,

Albuquerque, N,

Bft.

j

MAY

FRIDAY

THE ALBI OI KROHe. DAILV CITIZEN

m3

8

Wood turning at the Phoenix Plan
M. W.
Flotirnoy. vice president of
choice wethers, $5.00 6.00; fair to
choice mixed, 13.7604.90; western the First National bank, appeared on ing mill.
sheep, $4.756.60; native lambs, 14.60 the street today In an automobile.
For first-claswork on guns, typeWhen you want a pleasant physic
t7.25; western lambs, $4.75 7.25.
try Chamberlain's 8tomach and Liver writers and novelty work call on Albu
Tablets. They are easy to take and querque Cycle and Arms company.
WOOL MARKET.
pleasant In effect. Kor sale by all
We are the official repairers of the
Louis.
druggists.
St
National Cash Register company. Alfresh
still
is
musician,
that
thorough
The Era of the Hustler.
St. IxjuIs, May 8. Wool, quiet. Terf
buquerque Cycle and Arms company.
memory of the music loving peo- ritory and western mediums, 1517;
W. M. Bell, the New York Life In
Lives of some great men remind us in the
We have just received a new clean
Albuqueique.
ple
of
In
Is
the
surance agent at Las Vegas,
We have jiut received a complete
'; That we will. If we are wise,
.fine, 11 1: coarse, 121B.
line of Canvas Chairs, Camp Stools,
Read The Citizen and get the news.
city enjoying a little metropolitan line of fishing tackle.
Albuquerque
Leave our modesty behind us
$TOCKSrMbNEY AND METAL.
Porch Sets, Settees and Chairs, which
' And pet out and advertise.
Cycle and Arms company.
life.
was before Judge
One $5 drunk
we
wish to offer at fair and reason
Washington Evening Star.
. raw,ora id., morning.
The
following
New York. May
Cabbages and onions at F. F. Trotable prices for quick sale.
World Wide Reputation.
K. L. Hamblin and C. A. Wilkinson were the quotations of the New York
has ter's.
White's Cream Vermifuge
A. D. McOaffoy has gone to Colorado
stork market at the close of today: achieved a world Wme reputation as
from ItR Vegas are here today.
Springs.
8U
Cabbaees and onions at F. F. TrotAtchison
r"
being the best of all worm destroyers, ter's.
E. B. Hunton has gone to the moun97
Allen Patterson from the Meadow
Atchison, preferred
on
weak
and for Its tonic Influences
tains to rusticate for a few days.
o
131
City Is here today.
U.ew York Central
and unthrifty children, as it neutra
Chlldrens' brash and fancy straw
134
paper
adverto
Pennsylvania
Is
Citizen
The
the
Mrs. William Karr and daughter are
lises the acidity or sourness of the sailor hats, something new In design
95
at the MoKlnnev ranch, the guests of tise In because It Is read by the Southern Pacific
stomach, Improves their digestion, and and pattern, 60 cents and 75 cents.
masses.
904 assimilation of food, strengthens their SIMON STERN, the Railroad avenue
Union Pacific
Mrs. Erwln.
91
'
Union Pacific, preferred
Y.
T.
Inspector
Fe
Santa
Watch
nervous system and restores them to clothier.
35
Miss Mary Dye, who has been very
U. 8. Steel
health, vigor and elasticity of spirits
ill for the past ten days, Is reported Maynard has gone to Gallup on official
84
U. S. Steel, preferred
Boys' W. L. Douglas $2.60 shoes-stron- gest
business.
25c at J. H.
natural to childhood.
as much Improved.
t
boys' shoe In the world-m- ade
&
iuelly
Co.
o
F. R. Potter and wife, and Miss H.
Money Market.
Magarlto Romero and Tulgenclo C.
box
calf or vlcl kid, at $2.60.
of
o
F. Potter, all of Detroit, Mich., are
New York, May 8. Prime mercande.rtaoa of Lai Vegas were here yes- sight
up in the Ancient city Simon Stern, Railroad Aye. Clothier,
The
natives
city.
Duke
today
in
seeing
the
money
paper,
on call,
tile
terday on legal matters,
o
had a big surprise the other day, and
Buy at Headquarters.
Mrs. J. W. Berry are see- easy, at 2 per cent;! silver, 64V4efMr.
and
the
they
from
not
have
recovered
L.
H.
Heath,
Mrs.
mother of
Mrs.
Come to us for your spring suit Big
ing wonders In and around the Duke
fects yet. An automobile came Into
Chamberlln. is expected here shortly City.
Metal Market
Oregest
and best stock ; lowest prices.
are
They
Portland,
from
. .This Is the weather to take the baby
ever
been
town,
the first one that has
from Munrle, lnd., for a visit.
May 8. Iead, quiet,
New York,
SIMON STERN.
gon.
exgreat
was
city.
In
seen
We have also a nice assortment
out
There
that
$4.37; copper, nominal, $14.50 citement while It stayed.
Rev. R. M. Cialg. who has been visitThe Railroad Avenue Clothier.
29 In number, from the
of
M. P. Stamm
has
Mrs.
returned
$14.75.
territory,
part
upper
of the
ing the
to the best
cheapest
M.
by
accompanied
Belen,
J.
Mrs.
from
I
returned to the city last evening.
DELIGHTFUL MUSICALE.
Call and see our goods gefore you
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
Jlorden, who will be her guest for sev
buy.
Darby A. Day, the hustling general eral days.
Her
Entertained
Jessie Miller
agent for the New York Mutual Life
Chicago, 111., May 8. The following
Albuquerque lodge No. 1, I. O. O. F.,
Guest, Mrs. Edwards.
Insurance company, is In Gallup today.
of
the
quotations
close
the
were
at
the
will meet this evening at Odd Fellows
Mrs. Jessie Miller entertained with
today:
market
Mrs. Frank Boomer, grand matron hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting brothers
I UtoUAYi MA
a delightful musicale last evening at:
XL.
Wheat May, 77V4; July, 71
or the Eastern Star of the territory, cordlaly Invited.
on South Arno street, In hon
home
her
was here yesterday on a visit to the loor of her guest, Mrs. Edwards, of Mag- General Wentworth, manager of the
Corn May, $43; July, 44
cal lodge.
dalena. Ladles of the Maccabees and
Raymond hotel, a popular winter
July, 31.
Oats May,
The musicale
were present.
others
W. C. Barnes, member of the Cattle house at Pasadena,
Cal., passed
May.
July,
OPERATIC CONCERT BY
$17.15.
$18.50;
Pork
by the following GREAT
pleasant
made
was
Sanitary board, has returned to his through the city this morning en route
May, $9.00; July, I9.12V4.
artists: Miss Houghton, contralto;
home In Dorsey, after a visit of several east.
Ribs May, $9.30; July, $9.37V4.
Mr. PInkus, piano; Mr. Thomas, bas
days here.
Julius Staab, the young attorney,
so;
Thomas Hall, tenor; Robert Blair,
KELLY
CO.
Mrs. Albert M. Duncan and Mrs. A. went to faanta Fe this morning on
Every member received an en
violin.
U Rehm left this morning for their business. He will return either to
core. Dainty refreshments were Berv-ehome in Kansas. They have been the night or tomorrow.
and the evening was an enjoyable
(Incorporated)
guests of their sister, Miss Clara Robone to all.
representing
Lemb,
W.
A.
Fair
erta.
accom
was
the
Miss Helen Pratt
banks, Morse & Co., who has been in
Of the Royal Conservatory of Turin,
panist.
Dr. E. M.' Clayton and family from the city the past couple of days,
Gallup are here to visit relatives. Dr. went to Santa Fe this morning. He FAREWELL - CONCERT
Municipal Conservatory of Milan
Japanese and China matting In all
Clayton is the efficient physician for will return here tomorrow.
and of Delia Sedle Academy
Railroad
305
Faber's.
grades
Albert
ft
the Santa Fe t Gallup; also mayor of
of Paris.
Wool, Hides,
14
THURSDAY, MAY
Miss Anna Nowlln, sister of Mrs.
avenue.
that town.
Dr. W. F. Wlttwer, of Los Lunas, has
The Laa Vegas Optic says: E.
-- BY
Citizen "want ads' bring results.
returned to that town after a pleasant
We handle
deman. who has been stopping here visit of several months to relatives
K. C. Baking Powder,
Look into Kleinwort s markev on
for the past tnc month, left today for and friends in St. Louis and MontgomAssisted by
111
Navajo Blankets,
tfortn Third street He baa the nicest
Albuquerque, where he will enter into ery City, Mo.
Curtice Canned Oeods,
Yesh meats in the city.
Hmmm, Ml
Mrs. Cuneo,
brokerage business.
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
The calls . for the Albuquerque
Adele Damlanl, rote or
Assisted By
Ten and is cent box lunches at any
Regular services will be held at Weekly Citizen, which will contain
Chicago
Restau
and
Mauro
the
Dl
hour of the day at the
Temple Albert this evening at 7:45 p. the Roosevelt reception story and
Houses at
rant. Railroad avenue.
m. "Am I My Brother's Keeper?" will cuts, together with his speeches, are Mr. John p. Walker, Tenor
o
ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M EAST LAS
Kaplan's
be the subject of Rabbi Jacob
coming In fast.
Elgin, Monarch and Cluett shorts.
Mr: Mmbel B. Mlmom mud Mr.
N. M. AND OLOR-- I
VEGA8,
sermon. The public is welcome.
ana
all the new color combinations
Mrs. Mellton Otero, of Peralta, who
ETA, N. M.
white, pleated, $1.00 and $3.60. SI- TICKETS FOR 8ALE AT MATSON'8
The Optic says: "W. A. Ogle of the attended the president's reception
avenue
Rallrpad
STERN,
the
MON
company,
with
Mutual Lifo Insurance
here on Tuesday, returned to her
BOOK STORE.
clothier
headquarters at Albuquerque, came up home quite a aick woman. She is un
last nlRht. He says the celebration in der the care of Dr. Wittwer, of Los
honor of President Roosevelt was mag Lunas, and today Is reported much Prof. Dl Mmuro, Violinist
nlficent."
Jommph A. Blondln, Cmlllmt
better.
V
V.
Ray Morley, the celebrated coach of
illNew
W. H., Hartney, of Oswego,
Johm Sr. MoKmnnm, Banjolat
FREE MUSEUM
' '
t
!!
the Columbia football eleven, will York, started over here today to say
i
We are selling a lot of ToiletSoap at th?
., ABE GOLD, Proprietor
ESTABLISHED 1859
leave today for his ranch in the Datll "Howdy" to the members of the Os
Mr. Morley expects to. wego colony now residing In
mountains.
unheard-o- f
price of 2 cakes for a nlckle.
San Francisco . Street
city.
this
eleven for Co P. F. McCanna has the gentleman in
turn out a crack-a-jacCorner Burro Alley, Santa Fe,
'
is
to last long our profit on the
not
going
It
WITH
FULL
ORCHESTRA
.
lumbia this fall.
N. M.
charge.. Mr. Hartney has been out in
Consists
in a larger acquaintance.
transaction
Mrs M. A. Granger and her accom- Southern California the past month
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
returning
Is
Is
formerly
He
home.
train
and
plished daughter, Miss Lena,
'
INDIAN AND
Presbyterian mission teachers at Las dispatcher for the New York Centra
TICKET8 ON 8ALE AT MATSON'8
MEXICAN CURIOS
Cruces, passed through the city bound at Oswego.
for Long Beach. Cal., for the summer.
The largest and best stock of
STRIKE DEFERRED.
Prescription Drugg'st
They are now In the mission work at
Indian Baskets, Blankets, PotFan Pablo, Colo.
tery, Etc., in the country.
Southern Pacjfic Boilermakers Will
NEW
Postpone Strike Monday.
Mexican Drawn Work a Spec117 W. Railroad Avenue.
Otto Berger's little boy was run over
Ogden, Utah, May 8. There will be
ialty.
yesterday in front of his bakery on
p.
Don't fall to call and see us
SOUTH-WES- T.
Railroad avenue, but was fortunate to no strike of the Southern Pacific boil'
..
,
.
in the city.
when
receive only a few slight Injuries. Th ermakers today. This is authorlta
Lx'
at Twr.rn.nwrr
locatm
JTi.
r inn
r"iti nrri nif
team, which was being driven by Mrs. tively given out by the chairman of TBI
aAt RAMTWTO MOWIttyjgffgg,
FOR CATALOGUE
SEND
Native and Chicago Lumber.
J. W. Palmer, was going Blowly and the grievance committee. Thirty days
company
was
given
notice
that
of
the
it.
the little fellow run right in front
8HERWIN-WILLIAMPAINT CoversBUILDINQ PAPER Always in Stock.
unless certan conditions were comMrs. W. H. Smith, of Trinidad, Co- plied with the men would go out, exMorel Looks Bestl Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
lorado, who has been spending a few pired today.
Cement, Glaas, Paint, etc.
Most Economical I Full Measurel
daya in the city visiting her friend,
Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
Officers of the union have the matand
First
Street
Hunlng,
on North Second
Mrs. Louis
under consideration at the grand
treet, left on her return home this ter
lodge in Kansas City.
Wholesale Dealer In
morning. Mrs. Smith visited a few
The decision is expected Monday
DAILY
days at Belen before coming to .Albu- and the feeling among
the men is
querque.
that the strike will be ordered.
The funeral, services over the re. . .
ALE--C- ltJ
papers, 26 cents per
mains of H. R. Elwell, whose death oc- FOn d .
i'rrJi-.at th Citizen office,
curred yesterday morning, will be held
o
OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1878
at the undertaking parlors of A. BorFor Those Who Lve On Farms.
ders tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
Dr. Bergin, Pana, 111., writes:
"I
Agents for Lemp's StLouis Drought and Bottled-Beers- ;
o'clock.
Rev. Renison of the St. have used Ballard's Snow Liniment;
will
Episcopal
preside.
church
John'a
always recommend It to my friends,
also Hunter Rye, Old Plantation and Edgewood Whiskies,
Interment will be made at Fairvlew as I am confident there Is no better
cemetery.
made. It Is a dandy for burns." Those TCLOUDCROn TUB
HOMOi SUMMER
Fire Chief M. Nash, the electrical who live on farms are especially liable MMSOKT Of THE CRZAT
iSOVTHWCJT
engineer, has rented the store room to many accidental cuts, burns and BEACHED DIRECT BY TBE TRAINS
on South Second street formerly oc- bruises, which heal rapidly when BalCarrto
PRICES GIVEN ON APPLICATION
th Largest
Flour, Grain
n
riMt EiUottv
JI5TLM
cupied by the Fleming Millinery com- lard's Snow Liniment Is applied. It IX
Stock !
and
Provision!.
pany and on Monday will open an elec- should always be kept In the house
JOR. URL IN rOR MATTOH DMCWFTIVE,
StapleOroceriei
UTERATUite.eTC. CALL ON NEAR EST
trical works there. Mr. Nash's business for cases of emergency. 25c, 60c and COUPON
Car at a (padalty.
IoMBS MUtbWMt.
TICKET AGENT OK. ADDfcESS
was for merlyloc atedfarthersouth one $1.00 at J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
4-- JV JSROVWV
N.
Mex.
Albuquerque,
109
South
Street
riret
was formerly located farther south on
AMftnreunaw systtm.
FARn AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
tMSwi
Second street.
ZLFAAO.Ti.XA3.
Railroad Avenue .
Albuquerque
Miss Alicia Hubbell, who has been
convent
St.
In
attending a catholic
Louis, lg dead.
Her mother, Mrs.
Sidney Hubbell, received the sad news
TODAY'S LIVE STOCK MARKETS.
yeeterday. The deceased was seventeen years old and had been 111 from a
Kansas City.
severe case of typhoid fever for about
Kansas City, May 8. Cattle Marlive weeks. The remains will probab- ket steady.
Native steers, $3.90$5.25;
All Hard Wood, Charcoal Filled, White Enamel lined
ly be interred in St. Louis.
Texas and Indian steers, $2.954.75;
Highland,
The saloon at the Hotel
Car Load Just Received
Texas cows, $2.753.80; native cows
ee our nice new stock of Road
conducted by Ed McCormick, has been and heifers, $1.755.00; stockers and
&'
..""NT
closed by Mrs. Goodwin on account of feeders, $3.2565.00; bulls, $2.754.00;
Wagons for
'i
a debt due the latter by McCormick. calves, $2.60 &'6.85; western steers,
The closing of the place may cause $2.955.05; western cows, $2.004.O0.
some one trouble. Hachechi & Co.,
Sheep Market, strong.
Muttons,
owns the fixtures, etc., and pay the li- $3.805.90; lambs, $4.005.90; range
cense, and they object to the proceed- wethers, $3.605.O0; ewes, $3.766.60.
Buggiea S5SOO, all fully
ings without their consent.
Chicago.
guarantee tl.
Line
Full
of GasoEtc.
Shredders
Ice
Ice
Ticks
and
Chicago, May 8. Cattle Market,
Prominent among the artists who
will be heard at the farewell concert steady. Good to prime steers, $3,500
line Stoves and Summer Kitchen Utensils.
Largest stock of Vehicles ever brought
to be given by Ed F. Thomas May 14 6.25; poor to medium, $4.0O5.OO;
to the West Special Low
is Mr. John Douglas Walker, tenor. stockers and feeders, $3.255.00;
Prices Now.
powers
cows,
Mr.
Walkers
of
Any mention
$1.50045.0; heifers, $2.504.80;
as a vocalist at this time Is superflu- canners, $1.75 5 00;bulls, $3.256.00;
WHOLESALE f 1IAKWWAHR
ous. The second Choral Society's con- calves, $2.603.75: Texas fed steers.
cert given on March 23d was an evi- $4.00 475.
Albi querquo, New Mexico
1
17 Fontli I
Street
Sheep Market, steady. Good to
dence of bis ability as a soloist and
Albuquerque, Newl Mexico
Corner First St. and Copper Ave.
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ST. MARY'S HALL
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43;

Strong
and Sons.

O. VJ.

i

Chevalier

&

GROSS.

Pietro Buzzi

COLOMBO HALL

Lyric Tenor

Ed F. Thomas, Basso

Mr.

Pelts

pIIh

f

..Italian Band..

'

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY
311-31-

SHOP

7

k

GEO. B. WILLIAHS,

(fOUDCROFT

.

H'--

J. C.

BALDRIDGE

S

BACHEC HI & CO.,
WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS
AND BAR SUPPLIES

ADVERTISE

III

THE

CITIZEN

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.

-

f

THE MARKETS

Alaska Refrigerators PLEASURE
"The World's Best"

"'iw

WHITE MOUNTAIN

Ice Cream Freezers

WHITNEY CO
Jrt

I

FOR ALL....

45.00

J. KORBER & CO.

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITi&KN FRIDAY MAY
SOME STATEHOOD

tens of New Mexico would cringe to
the overbearing and presuming Ignorance of the powers that Instlgsted the
Inquiry, but lhai they would maintain
that manly and dignified bearing which
anyone of honor should maintain under such circumstances, and simply
and utterly Ignore the Insult and allow the committee to come and go In
safety, and. In a manly way, refuse to
be Interrogated on point touching tho
honor, the Intelligence and the fitness
to enjoy all the rights belonging to
American cltlieps.
He who will discuss his own standing and argue It with one who ques
tions admits to a certain degree the
I lnipuUtlon
.BalMt ,t which querrles
Bllggest. but he who In dignified man

FACTS.

JUST RIGHT.
The Ignorance of lbs "Cultured East"

The Groceries you buy here are just right
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

in Passing Through New Mexico,
WHAT WE SHOULD

Coffee

40-cc- nt

00.

8 1103

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

.Albert FalbeFe
-

HONEY TO LOAN

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagona and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time Is given.
Wluout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms S and 4 Grant Bulging,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

On

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUI LDINU

Hsadquartsra

for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankste and
House Furnishing Goods.

Now that the tight Is over for the
present and that a half century's
Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
struggle 4u. ,.n ngnts nag again provRemember the place and don't waste time in
en futile, on behalf of one of the dlvln.
Amado Sandoval, of Alameda, died
looking for these things.
ons of the United
: tates In Its attempt
your rooms at great expense is
last night on the Highlands of heart
to secure the privilege of enjoying the
43 years of age and
was
trouble.
He
easy, but to do it at a small cost
fullness of American citizenship, a few no,
nnt mn hnv inn,,!,. a native of New Mexico. The body
remarks may be In order from one who Int0 poIntg or honor, repels the was prepared
is generally difficult. We are
by Undertaker
for
burial
W. Railroad Ave
has claimed New Mexico as his real- - rnBrgeil ,nd maintains his dignity and
Edwards
and
taken
In
to
Alameda
for
offering
this season something
dence for twenty years, and whose own 8(1f respect
terment.
I
.i..
Ideas on the question of some of the
will
you and all that
delight
that
The tlme h(lH paMed to be(f an(t th?
procedure in the endeavor to obtain tlme ha8 paM,d to argue the 0Ue8Uon
A Farmer Straightened Out
see it.
recognition are quite at variance with of fitne88 B8 to products, resources,
THE LARGEST STOCK
"A man living on a farm near here
those who have led so ardently in the nmnb?r ot inhabitants or any other es came In a short time ago completely
struggle.
Here is An Assortment of
Ispntlal feature in the making of a doubled up with rheumatism. I handed
In the first place, the writer has been state
In the west of carpets, mattings, ruga,
The fear of more "sage brush him a bottle of Chamberlain's Pain
Lace Curtains.
on various lines, and knowing that not
art squares, etc., we don't claim to
M.nators." the fear of western power Ltalm and told him to use It freely and
a train passes through New Mexico whlrh ,B 80cIall8tIc m Its tendencies,
hare; but we do claim we hare carif not satisfied after using it he need
which are not alone beautilul, but posses qutlity much supets made by the most reputable mills
but that some of the tourists from the '
opp08ed to the eastern domination
In the country, and that when we say
eastern centers of education, refine- - r mnnpv nnwr i. .h .0.1 ...... nf not pay a cent for It," says C. P. Ray- perior to that usually sold at these moderate prices.
ment and culture betray such Inexcus- - our Mng denled 8Utehood and our dcr, ot fattens Mills, N. Y. "A few
they are wool we guarantee same to
days
he
later
aa
walked
Into
store
the
hie and utter Ignorance of the
be as represented, and what we don't
and tne gooA people of New
raphy of this country, he is constrain-- , MexIc0 and Ar!Iona wm have to pur-e- straight as a string and handed me a
have In stock we have a fine line of
MOSSHINGHAM CURTAINS from.flOo per pair and up- samples to order from. Give us a trial
to think thit the charge of Illiteracy 8He dlfferent UctiCs. I would suggest dollar saying, 'give me another bottle
of
I
want
cuamborlaln's
Pain
Balm.
It
gnorance
you.
please
put
try
upon
to
MUSLIN CURTAIFS from
so unjustly
and
and we will
us the lmmedate raU Df a constitutional
75c per pair and up.
of New Mexico should not be taken 'convention and the adoption of a con in the house all the time for it cured
HOBJJINCK
.
CURTAINS
.
.
from
.
per pair and up.
8
1.75
by
druggists.
me." For sal6
all
seriously, and should not lead us to 8,,utlon go broad
to be in the lead
ourselves to show the east what
strain
d the formatlon of a state govern.
Co.
a splendid showing we really do make mpnt a8 far ag po88bie. Let every
in the cause of education, but should good cMten re(U8e preilWeiltlai
Weat End Viaduct
CLASSIFIED ADS.
0CDSosK3ax)SOsXDoa0
ap.
OS0 COSX)SX)OSKD4sOajOXDSX)Os
"OSJ
lead us to seriously consider, Instead.
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue
govern- under
territorial
Note All classified advertisements
. .
...
,
..,.,., the
some means of educating the people of
or ra!ir "llnera." one cent a word for
Indiana. North Carolina. Arkansas
8tenCe of carpet bag officials,
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
tt and other centers of culture, so they Let
congress
simply any classified advertisements, 16 cents.
tne dela?ate to
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor?
would be aware of our having several ll;troduce ,n A qnet Mi dignified man in order to Insure proper classification
1
years ago emerged from the barbarous ner a
e
all
adn,lg8on
"liners"
should
be
left
of
at
foP
this
of
lhe
the
c
and that we no longer Inhabit i rltory and aUend , no ,anner to any fice not later than I o'clock p. m.
the cave dwellings of the Santa Clara other matter
tbe press of New
onnwnn r
all ItAlaolr nnraolvoa wltH '
WANTED.
know no motto out
do
feathers,
and
the jitod
and hen
good milkers. MatWANTED
Two
m DM MO PAINTING.
corn aance annually in uiguna,
nVpaH.n mmmlfl he thews Jersey Dairy.
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED A OOMESTIC WIN
A COGNAC
aque and Pojoaque.
nf our tPrritorv by WANTED A man to take care of
t . th
FutJUp in Roll Complete With fixture for Laying. Dure- Th Ooolest and Highest Grids of Lager serve.
"Oh. I wonder whether I can get a tnj governor and otherg fit to repre-Unitehorses and milk cow. Apply at No.
tates postage stamp In Santa
Sample
bllltv Guaranteed Write tor Booklet
1023 West Railroad avenue.
t ug and pol;te,y be told t0 return
Finest and Best Imported am Oomastle Clear
FV" "Now we are really in Mexico or to pass on through
WANTED At once, woman to do
Is the fl.rst time I was ever outlight work in family of two. Call
The tlmehus passed for Jpollcy
Cm
Albuquerque, Mew Mexico I this
side of the United States" this on moves and for cringing, apologetlcal
or address 723 West Marquette
emerging from the Raton tunnel south responses to Inquiries as to the fitness
avenue.
bound. "And this Is Albuquerque! of New Mexico to associate with the WANTED A good strong boy, about
Why it really looks like some Ameri- best of mankind.
15 years old, at J. H. O'Rielly ft Co.'S
can city." "I suppose the laws are
drug store.
Assume th-- i proud and honorable
tough on Americans here. I'll bet the bearing of Americans, demand yonr WANTED To rent a rooming house.
greasers give it to them when they rights, stand rimply on
Address, XXX, this office.
.
,that demand,
,
get a chance." (This on dinner stop
,
A
WANTED Active partner for good
"Does President j Hek Henry
at Las Vegas).
h,mge,f one
restaurant to take care and charge
the
grandest character In history when
of dining room; $100 required. In
u
rn,u.(
c
above numbers
the clock and ring,
quire Citiren office.
he stood up in aa hour when men were
cost to get a letter from here to New needed
knees tremble not and WANTED Good cook. Apply to Euro
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
Jersey?" "I wouldn't trade my eighty declared whose
pean hotel, Galup, N. M.
for liberty or: death.
acre farm In InJIanny for all of MexiNew Mexico can make such a stand WANTED Highest price paid for
numbers please call
the tickets.
once
co, if this Is a sample," and countless
gents second hand clothing and
and the time lias passed to assume any
other expressions in line with the other. Respectfully,
tools. Send address and will call. R,
above, have been heard by the writer:
"
H.""W. LOOMIS.
Sweeny, 616 South First street
sent
actually
been
Committees have
WANTED Furnished housekeeping
to determine the question whether we
A Lttle Early Riser. '
rooms in the desirable part of the
are nt to be in tne union, we, tne a now Bnd then, at bedtime, will cure
city by man and wife. Address "A
uw
..mu, .mm ii.d w
coMtlptlon, biliousness and liver
S. R ," care of Citizen.
votforeign
per
born
cent of
smallest
trouble. DeVitt's Little Early risers WANTED Young men to prepare for
larg-(are
ers; we, the division having the
famoug mUe pUlB that cure by
government positions. Fine open'
.,
est per. cent of regular church com- - '
THIRD STREET
tha .TPtlon. mvn the
lngs In all departments. Good salar
munlcants; we, the division which bowels gently, yet effectually, and givies. Rapid promotions.
Examina
possible;
regiment
made a rough rider
ing such tone and strength to the
soon. Particulars free. Inter IRON BEDS-Wo- od
tions
MATTRESSES-AtKin- ds
or Steel
COTS
we, the division which exhibited the glands of
the stomach and liver that
State Cor. Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
bushel of wheat, the world's fair prize the cause of the trouble Is removed WANTED
Clean cotton rags for maART SRUARES, PILLOWS, COHFORTS,
winner at Chicago; we, who have for entirely, and if their use Is contiued
purposes
chine
at The Citizen office.
any
years produced more wool than
LAMPS, GLASSWARE AND TRUNKS
(or a few days, there will be no return
Price 4 cents per pouud
AUofnnresn
state in the union, and we, a
complaint.
Sold by B. H. Briggs
of
the
country loving population of two & Co., S.
FOR SALE.
EASY PAYMENTS
Vann A Son.
STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.
hundred thousand souls; we have ac
A
good
FOR
SALE
paying
business;
tually been the subjects of examinaDudley M. Gray, ore agent of the
a snap to right party. Will sell cheap
117 Qod Avenue
tion by an Inquisitorial committee 'United States Reduction and Refining
if sold at once; reason, sickness. Adfrom that august highest body of leg-- company, came In this morning from
KMIL KLEIN WORT,
dress H. H., Citizen office.
lators to learn whether we are fit to; Williams,. Arizona. He is at the
cam
Honestly, my good, varado and will remain a day or two FOR SALE Fine black horse, new
with.
MASONIC BUILDING.
N. THIRD 8TRBV
buggy
cheap
and
harness,
cash.
for
Impartial friend of Colorado please 'on business. Mr. Gray Is an expert on
Inquire at this office.
OCH3CH3aOPqPPPB50
tell me who stands convicted of the copper ore and travels from Old
e
FOR SALE 10x14 tent with fly
of ignorance in the first degree, ico to Alaska for the company.
3 set blocks and rope
lnch,
Imagine to yourself a procession 01
and H4 Inches; Jack, bars and chain.
Cures When Doctor Fall.
the bar of New Mexico (I address this
U S DEPOSITORY
Inquire between 6:30 and 6 p. m. at
Mrs. Frank Chiasson, Patterson, La.,
to you who have wide personal ac314 South Sbecond
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To
street, next to
quaintance In New Mexico), with the writes June 8th, 1901: "I had malaria
V
alley.
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
officers of all degrees also In line, fol- - j fever in very bad form, was under
PRESCRIPTIONS !
lowed by the cattlemen, the merchants treatment by doctors, but aa soon as I
FOrt RENT.
,
Authorized Capital
..$500,000.00
the miners, the railroad men, the stopped taking their medicine the
RENT-T- wo
delightful
FOR
furnished
I
leading
up
Paid
fever
Capital,
men
a
ranchers
all
return.
aample
Surplus
profits
would
of
used
and
the
the
$200,000.00
Lie in
rooms; southern and eastern exposCOOL.
territory. Now review this proces- bottle of Herbine, found it helped me.
Mutual Telephone 43.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
ures;
to
Wear.
private
bath;
family.
316
Ey
sion in your mind's eye; carefully Then bought two bottles, which cornJoshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi
A
No. 303 West Railroad Avenue
r.vtitiii
West Lead avenue.
think over all the people you would , pletely cured me. I feel grateful to you
Stvcrnl
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
Y Hip, or Dark.
see there. Wouldn't you love to see for furnishing such a splendid med-th- FOR RENT From May 1 to Sept 1,
I Noundrtrapi
Albuquerqu, N. fl.
lerni4
'
H.
Raynolds,
F.
McMillan.
Highland
will
the
Hotel;
rooms
rent
J
procession march through the lclne, and can honestly recommend
I Never ii.ovcg.
.viib i'ouifort.
gAS
streets of Washingon bearing a crape it to those suffering from malaria, as
at $10.00 per month and up.
"We it will surely cure them." Herbine, FOR RENT Nice front rooms for
laden banner with the motto:
are unfit." Do you think you would be 6uc at J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
light housekeeping; rent reasonao
ashamed of your people? The writer
ble; 622 West Ratlroad avenue. InAfrom
Vandercvost,
Boston,
the
was iu Old Mexico and happened to!
quire in brick part.
see a copy of a New Mexico paper bean clty of the world, is registered at
LOANS.
about the time the committee was ex- Sturges' European.
SAXPLE AND CLUB ROOM.
pected to come and investigate the
Spring Ailments.
fitness of the citizens of the territory
Finest
Address, postofflce box 383,
ThprA (a fin Arhlnor and Hroit faalfnir
1
Whiskies,
to associate politically with the states' ,
querque, N. M.
.ss
.nmD,
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
Brandies,
and he could not believe that the good !8lugglB and nactlV6i tne dlgeBtlon ,m.
120 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.
Wines, etc.
1
DUUUJ1V
Ul
J'v. wJJ 1.
.'HAI I
paired, with little or no appetite, no There's no Better Service
to such an Inquest an inquest to de-' FIRST On rising, don a suit of my medium-weigambition for anything, and a feeling
intelligence
honor
and
of
termine the
wool or balbritrimn underwear; 50o to 3.U0
nnr Mtl.ani tha vlr
nf nor vlrla ttrA that the whole body and mind needed
Than that via tha
per garment for our reliable kinds.
"p- Thf trolubIe ,8' that dur,n
l0,n'Dg
the Integrity of our young men. Just
SECOND Take a negligee shirt, with delicute
an accumula
think of it. Suppose a neighbor were winter, there
figures or stripes, or plain white with Niimll plem;
DEALERS IN
to take It upon himself to come to tion of waste matter in the system.
60c to 13. .Vi.
vmir house to lnmilrA Into tVmuA mat. Herbine will remove It, secure to the
LIQUORS AND GROCERIES
THIRD AAA sx'ks, cuffs, collars, neckwear,
by Ha tonic
ters In your own case and begin to ask epretlo'll
handkerchief, etc., from my attractive ttock.
fulIy
tne
re8tore
wasted tissues
Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay and Grain. Imported French and
questions of you and your household. effe,t'
sack suit of
FOURTH Get into a spring-weigh- t
I could not believe that the good citl- - and gIve strength in place of weakblue or black serge, cheviot or homespun fabric;
Italian Goods. Sole Agents for San Antonio Lime.
ness. 60c at J. II. O'Rielly ft Co.
Prom Kansas City, Saint Louis and
striped outing effect or quiet overplaid; such as cost
Free Delivery to all Parts of the City.
here from (10 to 112, with satisfaction guaranteed.
Memphis to points in the South, South-tas- t
Old 'Phone 247.
FIFTH You must have a spring overcoat, even
North Third Street,
and Southwest
if you wear it on your arm at tinien; here they are at
from 8 to $18; short, medium or long styles.
SIXTH Put on one of our swell derby or soft
rtie Southeastern Limited
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HINTS FOR MAY

,.

COMFORT

a. kHn,

je

1

...TOTI & GRADI...

SPRING MEDICINE

ALBUQUERQUE-- j

SHEET AND METAL WORKS
T. O.
AHES, Proprietor.

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and

danite Ware

All Kinds of Tin, Copper and

Iron Work to Order

IS SECOND

STREET

-

8hsst

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

JFOR THE BLOOD

THE FRESHEST LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS ANDSTESIS

SEE

J. H
OLD 'fHONh- -

4

3

O'RIELLY & CO.
PRESCRIPTION DRUOGI8 TS

10

1

new 'pnonm ate

hau; $2.50, (.lor (5.

Leaving Kansas City at 6:30 P. M
laily, will take you to Springfield, Mem
phis, Birmingham, Atlanta, Jacksonvilli
ind all points in the Southeast.
For detailed information apply to

G. W. MARTIN
ENERAL WESTERN AGENT
1106'. 17TH ST.

DENVER. COLO.
1

Now you're fixed and ought to feel good all this
season. Agent for Sweet-Or- r
overalls and pun is, and
Nelson's (3.60 Shoes.

The Leading Clothier In Albuquerque
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THE AIM
tory school for the professions. The
conference will endeavor to agree upbeon some method of
tween the Independent college and the
university professional schools or Independent professional schools, by
which mutual recoglnatlon of work
done In the respective Institutions may
be secured, thus Insuring to the Independent college equal privileges In this
regard with the university college.

THE

MALARIA
Germ Infected Air.
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To make dainty cream biscuit blend
two ieaplng teanpoonfuls of baking
Malaria is not confined exclusively to the nwampi
powder, two of sugar and one level
nd marshy regions of the country, but wherever there is
teaspoonful of aalt Into one quart of
bad air this insidious foe to health is found, Poisonous
flour. Stir In one cup of sweet cream
vapors and gases from sewers, and the musty air of damp
then one cup of aour cream. In which
cellars are laden with the germs of this miserable disease,
has been dissolved one half teaspoon-fil- l
which are breathed into the lungs and taken tip by the
Boat thoroughly until
of soda..
blood and transmitted to every part of the body. Then
you begin to feel out of sorts without ever suspecting the
the sound begins to change to a deepIowa and Wisconsin In Debate.
er tone, roll out lightly, cut with a Madison, May 8. Representatives cause. No energy or appetite, dull headaches, sleepy and
Mscult cutter and bake in a culck of the Universities of Iowa and Wis- tired and completely fagged out from the slightest exerenfeebling
oven.
consin meet In debate here tonight and tion, are some of the deplorable effects of this
malady. As the disease progresses and the blood liccmues
beIs
rivalry
as
considerable
there
A ColoradoSprlngs man has Inventand dark or
tween the two Institutions much Inter more deeply poisoned, boils and abscesses
When the poison is
ed a machine for making tough, leathskin.
upon
the
appear
spots
yellow
of the
ery steak tender. The Implement looks est In manifested In the result
to ferment and the microbes and germs to multiply in
Wisconsin will uphold the left blood,
something like a sausage mill. Instead contest.
Liver and Kidney troubles and other serious complications often
the
negative
side
Iowa
and
the
As Malaria begins and develops in the blood, the treatment to be
of grinding the steak Is simply perfor- affirmative
arise.
"Resolved, That
effective must begin there too S S. ,S destroys
ates It with a horde of needles by the of the Question:
under the existing conditions In the
the germs ami poisons mid purifies the polluted
simple turning of the crank.
United States at present, a protective
blood, and tttylrr its tonic effect the debilitated
Peach Turnovers: One pint of dried tariff system would be preferable to a
constitution rapidly recuperates and the system is
peaches stewed, sweetened with two revenue tariff."
soon clear of all signs of this depressing disease.
tablespoonfnls cf brown sugar and
S. S. S. is a guaranteed purely vegetable remedy, mild, pleasant and
A Sure Thing.
finvoretl with nutmeg to taste. Make
harmless. Write us if you want medical advice or any pccial informaIt Is said that nothing Is sure except tion about your case. This will cost you nothing.
a stiff crust not as for other pUs. Roll
aldeath and taxes, but that Is not
out pieces the site of a saucer. Cover together
TH SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA,
true. Br. King's New Dis
Inch deep
opehalf of the crust
covery for consumption is a sure cure
over,
Fold
v'th the stewed fruit.
for all lung and throat troubles.
Mrs. Adair's Great Ball.
COMING EVENTS
the eilKs tnppther find prick with a Thousands
can testify to that. Mrs. C.
London. May S. This Is the date for
fork. Pry like doughnuts, pow-d- i
B. Van Metre of Shepherdtown, W. th( great fancy dress ball which Mrs
May 12 Concert at St. Mary's hall
with n:tnr nnil c. ive with maple
Va.. says, "I had a severe case of bron Adair, formerly of New York, Is to given by Professor Chev. 1'ietro Buzz).
f uip.
May 10 Base ball game at Athletic
chitis and for a year tried everything I give to inaugurate the London season,
Ucef l.oRf:
Take two pounds of heard of, but got no relief. One bottle and "smart" society is on the qulvive park between Santa Fe Pacific Blues
n
beat three eggs light f Dr. King's New Discovery then cure- - in anticipation of the function. The and Old Town Tigers.
burg li.
May 14 Concert at Colombo hall by
ed me absolutely." It's Infallible for affair promises to be one of the most
mi l mix with meat, add an even
of ground sai?e. two teaspoon-fi;l- s croup, whooping cough, grip, pneu notable of its kind seen in recent years Ed. F. Thomas and other musical
s
a little salt,
:f biittt-rmonia and consumption. Try It, It's and can be compared only to the fam- talent of the city.
cup of rolled rracker crumbs. Mix all guaranteed by all druggists. Trial bot- ous fancy dress balls of the Duchess
July 4 and 5 Labor union picnic at
together thoroughly and shape Into tles free. Regular sizes 60c, $1.00.
of Devonshire. The feature of the ball the fair grounds. Base ball, racing and
form similar to a long loaf of bread.
o
will be the quadrilles, each to repre sports of all kinds.
Kentucky Endeavorers.
Smooth the top with a little butter
a different nation Of these one of. June 7 Band concert and lecture
sent
Mayfield, Ky., May 8. The conven- - the most Interesting will he the Irish given In open air by company adver
and sprlnklo a few cracker crumbs
over it. Bako In a moderate oven In tinn of the Kentucky Christian En quadrille. In which the women dancers tising Coronado Beach, Cal
a greased brad tin from one to two deavorers to be held here during the will wear costumes copied from gowns
What Is Foley's Kidney Cure?.
liours. When cool slice for supper. three days beginning today promises worn by the Irish Queens of Tara and
Answer: It Is made from a prescripLady
It is better made the day before using. to be one of the best as well as the the Princesses of Tyrconnel.
most largely attended gathering ever Barrymore has arranged this quadrille. tion of a leading Chicago physician,
Torcelaln lined refrigerators are dis- held by the state society. The move- and will, with her debutante daughter, and one of the most eminent in the
played among the newest models. The ment has mide gratifying progress be among those who will take part In country.
The Ingredients are the
porcelain is not put over an Iron base, during the last year and the delegates It.
purest that money can buy, and are
like bath tubs and cooking utensils, here represent nearly every part of the
scientifically combined to get their utYou never heard of any one using most value. Alvarado Pharmacy.
but Is on a thick earthenware. The state. The program for the meeting
lining of each compartment is all In U an Interesting one and calls for ad Foley's Honey and Tar and not being
A Revelation
one piece, so that there are no cracks. dresses by a number of persons of satisfied. Alvarado Pharmacy.
An examination of our stock of ready
There is no more trouble in cleaning piominence. The presiding officer la
Two car loads of pianos sold in four made clothing by those not already
these refrigerators than in wiping a the Rev. F. M. Tinder, of Carlisle, and
teacup. Any one who has expended the secretary Miss Alice Burgin, of months by Hall ft Learnard, the larg- posted will Indeed prove a revelation.
We have the best and biggest stock
refrigerator Burgin.
nergy on the
est southwestern house.
in the southwest Call and save money.
o
which never look really clean would
SIMON STERN.
GREATLY ALARMED.
Excursion Rate to Coronado Beach,
be convinced of the superiority of the
The Railroad Avenue Clothier,
California.
porcelain lining after one look at the
o
Cough, but Permanent
spotless interior. Of course these re- By a Presirtent by
Rates, Including meals en route,
There is such a thing as a piano bar-Chamberlain's
Cured
ly
ordinary
the
more
than
frigerators cot
Grand Canyon side trip with hotel ac- gain. We have decided to sell all our
Cough Remedy,
snakes.
two weeks board used and traded in pianos at figures
Mr. H. P. Burbage, a student at law, commodations, and
lodging
Beach, with that justify us In advertising piano
at
Coronado
and
S.
In
Greenville,
been
troubled
C, had
No otnt yeast is made with so little
a week. If bargains. Call and investigate.
$10
at
additional
weeks
four
trouble as potato yeast. Bread made for four or Ave years with a continuous desired.
says,
"greatly
cough
be
alarmed
which
Is
longer
and
there
from it keeps moist
Single parties with standard PullMEN AND WOMEN.
no danger of injuring the flavor of the me, causing me to fear that I was In man, $107; two parties with standard
(!m Big
fnrtinimtar
lirharge),inflantmittii)M
bread by using too much. When plen the first stage of consumption." Mr. Pullman, $97.50; single parties with
IrriUtion or ulcemiloi
if in tic a an ninbrnf
titully used a beautiful, light, sweet. Burbage, having teen Chamberlain' tourist sleeper, $97; two parties with 4kV bsh atrtetr.
t
nn not
Ptt it
bread Is produced by only Cough Remedy advertised, concluded tourist sleeper, $92.60.
KqmEVArtSCHLMKUlCO.
or
11
by
Bold
Omars
one rising, thus saving not only time to try It. Now read what he says of It
Dates of sale, June 1 to August 31,
orient in pin
and trouble, but also the sweet flavor "i soon felt a remarkable change and Inclusive; limit, two months from date
vrpmil, for
lv fwm't
,r hnrflMI 4)2.75.
greatly
which
using
twenty'
qualities
two
bottles
of
the
after
nutritious
"and
- tUNt
days
ten
each
limit
of
Tourist
of
sale.
suffer by the second fermentation, al- five cent size, was permanently cured." way with stopovers.
When Sold by all druggists.
most universally practiced.
this fact Is thoroughly understood,
Orite.T mmi Only
In Session at Selma.
M
every one will appreciate the Imporuk Urnffjrlrt
PSVlftHaAFK.
l.rf
AITrHl.l.
A
rr
i
was a.
mta
May
8
Ala.,
Selma,
The
Woman's
fermentaexcessive
tance of checking
beSociety
Home
Mission
of
acAlabama
lib til. riDMiu. i Mat m uierw
tion during which decomposition
HniDToni MImIIhUvm mm4 I as I lev
11. .Up, lilt j nf four OruKgttt.
tually takes place, and the delicate, gan its fourth annual meeting here tohid,.- fHr4li.lir, TmrtpaMlalo
X
ml "Hell?!
foamy loaves, yeasted to death which day and will remain in session until
Mull. " '' ' ttmtiu. HoW by
Tuesday.
meeting
next
will
be
X
The
A
BOY,
call
lir..,.,.,the
j.l..ha.a C'hoaulaskl C'av.
use
and
o many families now
IbU wt
U"'Uh 4Mrta rilltA ftA
of more than ordinary interest,
X
A GIRL,
staff of life, will give place to sweet one
judging from the large number of
X
A MAN,
loaves.
substantial home-madhome mission workers and other
X
A WOMAN,
The sessions
X
TO FIND ANYTHING,
Fop Pilea, Burna- - Sores.
Nevi : ; aper a room without first siz- prominent participants.
X
TO BUY ANYTHING,
ing th will or the paper will not are held at the Church Street MethodX
TO SELL ANYTHING.
stick. Po'ir cold water over a half a ist church, Mrs. Henry D. Moore, of
Nothing has ever equalled it.
X
TO RENT ANYTHING,
balf pound of glue and let it soak Opelika. president of the society
Nothing can ever surpass it.
softthoroughly
X
ANYTHING,
TO
LOAN
twelve hours or until
X
ANYTHING,
TO
TRADE
ened. Then pour on boiling water to
A Startling Test.
X
make a gallon. The glue should disTo save a life, Dr. T. G. Merritt, of
it
not,
until
heat
If you want anything on earth, X
once
if
but
at
solve
a
No.
startling
Meboopany,
Pa.,
made
X put an ad in The Citizen and you X
loea. With this brush over the wall
test resulting In a wonderful cure. He
X
and let It dry. To make a paste mix writes, "a patient was attacked with X will be sure to get it.
X
tour pounds of sifted flour and two violent hemorrhages, caused by ulcera- X
XXX
ounces of powdered alum with cold tion of the
stomach. I had often found X
X
water into a stiff batter, free from
lumps. Have ready a kettle of boiling Electric Bitters excellent for acute
A Perfect For AH Throat and
water, let one person stir rapidly while tomach and liver trouble so I prescrib
ed them. The patient gained from the
Lung Troubles.
Cure :
on
gradually.
pours
water
the
another
fourIn
an
first,
and
has
had
not
attack
Money
back If It fails. Trial Bottles free.
will
If this Is properly done the flour
If found too teen months." Electric Bitters are
tie thoroughly cooked.
stiff when cold thin with cold water, positively guaranteed for dyspepsia.
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 2o,
stirring well. If the paste has to stand Indigestion, constipation and kidney Automatic 'Phone No. 516
some time cover the top with cold troubles. Try them. Only uvc at all
Bell Telephone No. 115.
water to prevent a skin forming, and druggists.
o
drain this off before using.
Home of the Cary Sisters.
r-- .
Cincinnati. Ohio, May 8. Clover- Caution!
".
This Is not a gentle word but when nook, the new home for the blind esyou think how liable you are not to tablished In the old Cary sisters' home
V a m W mMmJLm mi m M m M
purchase the only remedy universally stead through the generosity of Wil
A.
Proctor,
was
formally
liam
dedicat
the
had
baa
remedy
a
that
Vnown and
largest sale of any medicine in the ed today. 8lmple but Interesting exer
world since 1868 for the cure and cises marked the event, which was at
treatment of consumption and throat tended by a large number of persons.
and lung troubles without losing Us
Too Great a Risk.
great popularity all these years, you
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SAN TA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
In almost every neighborhood some
will be thankful we called your atten
an
colic
of
has
from
one
attack
died
tion to Boschee's German Syrup. There
morbus, often medicine
are so many ordinary cough remedies or cholera
be
or a physician sum
procured
could
are
that
made by druggists and others
cheap-angood for light colds perhaps, moned. A reliable remedy for these
ftmt for severe cougus, bronchitis, croup b.seases should be kept at hand. The
and especially for consumption, risk Is too great for anyone to take.
and
where there is difficult expectoration Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and coughing during the nights and Diarrhoea Remedy has undoubtedly
tornings, there is nothing like German saved more pain and suffering than
DO VOU WANT TKEES?
Syrun. 1 he
size has Just been any other medicine in use. It can alintroduced this year. Regular size, 75 ways be depended upon. For sale by
cents. At all druggists. J. H. O Rielly all druggists.
Forest Trees, Shrubo
ft Co.
For over oixty fear.
o
bery and Strawberry
An old and well tried remedy.
See Doom of Small Colleges
of
Representatives
Soothing
Syrup
8.
has
Mrs. Wlnslow's
Chicago, May
nearly one hundred colleges and unl been used for over sixty years by milAcclamated-Nic- e
throughout the country are lions of mothers for their children
attending the conference which opeu while teething with perfect success.
SPECI AL ATTFNTION OIVKN TO PACKING AND SHIPPINO
ed at Northwestern University today It soothes the child, boftens the gums,
college
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Send for Price lit t- - Your Patronage Solicited,
to consider the relation of the
to the professional school. The con Is the l'Bt remedy for diarrhoea. Is
fereiue arises from the general fear pleasant to the taste. Sold by drugexpressed among leading educators gists In every part "f the world.
cents a bottle. Its value
that the expansion of the American Twenty-fivhigh schools and of the professional Is incalculable. Be sure and ask for
GRANT RIVENBIRG, Proprietor
will ultimately destroy the Mrs. Wlnslow's 8oothlug Syrup, and
prepara
a
as
college
take no other kind.
usefulness of the
one-hal-
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Grande System

DENVER A RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN- -

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE A SANTA FE

Denver

The
S

S

IMF POPULAR LINE TO
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Hutte, Helena, Sin Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
Glen-woo-

Citizen

I

.. ..TOWvs aN! MINING CAMPS..
The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts, The only
line passing through 8alt Lake City en route to Pacifis Coast.
Through Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, 8alt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS
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two-third-

The Citizen Job

Office is prepared to

turn out work or g
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.

i

Mail orders

!,

d

HA

PEUnYRdYALwPILLS

attention.

RUNS

TO THE NORTH AND EAST

Blanks

THE FA8TE8T EVER"

of all kinds on hand
mining, rail estate

TO

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago, or Memphis and Principal Points.

and loan blanks,
five cents each.

These blanks are
very carefully
drawn, and are issued by authority.

Call on Agent for full Information
System, El Paso, Texas.

A. N. BROWN, G. P. A., E.

P.-N.-

TWICE EVERY WEEK
TPlejO Q-- f
I stifle? The Oreat

Republican

The Latest
I 11C Oil JL4UUIO
ZZXXZ GlobeDemocrat TypeforFaces
cards, circulars,
Paper of America

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

letter heads,

We

THE GLOBE PRINTING CO.. St. Louis Mo.

WANT

isltliiatetet)

i

-

e

DeWitt's

8

Salve

x

"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burlington uniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman,
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City Newa.
n,

(lev Discovery

--

TRY IT! TRY IT!

vxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Trees! Trees! Trees!
Plants.

Thoroughly

e

Clean Stock

..Santa Fe TNTvirsery..

Blank

I Books
The CITIZEN lis
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

Ticket Office, 103917th St
G. W. VALLERY, General
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The Themometer is
f
Seldom Higher Than
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Fruit Trees,

n,

TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KAN8AS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

CLUB BUILDINO.

do shoddy work
even at your price, E
but no other office E
in the southwest So
can do better work
than The Citizen
does.

of the
Burlington. '

Dr. King's

COMflERCIAL

Will Not

A badge

1

enve-

lopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.

Almost equal to Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Cor
rect Market Reports. A variety of Interesting and Instructive reading mat-- .
ter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar c year SAMPLE COPIES
FREE.

V

IF YOU

for

custo-

mers given special

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS

mUrln-rrn-

f

out-of-to-

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

zinc-line-
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o
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

a

st-;i-

11-i-

I

Office

Manager,
A. S. HUGHES. Gen. Traffic Man.
Denver Colo.
Denver. Colo.
8. K. HOOPER. Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.
J.

Inh
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j
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Book
I Binding

80 in Mexico City

Books, magazines,
pamphlets, ca t a !
logues, etc., bound
inj any style lowest 0
rates. Satisfaction 8

This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
Although not generally known summer is the very
experienced.
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The daily afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
lovely.
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nig
Between the music, the Bowers and the pretty customs of cur
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mora- Ings, and the cooling sea breesea of day, one becomes so entranced
with he beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under
"The White umbreua."

guaranteed.

We
Never

he Mexican Central
is prepared tc turn' h you with thr best of accommodations to
Call on or address.
points in Mexico.
W.D.MUROOCK,
W. CM RAD. C R. HUD30N,
Q. F. ft P,
O. A., El Paso.
A. Q. ft P. A., Mexico

o
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o
o
o
o
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o
o
8
o
o
o
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o
o
o
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THE ALBUQUKKQUE
"Grand Canyon Illuminated Mount,"
"Lesser Platinum Prints on sale at
Santa Tt ticket office for IS cents. Call
--

and see samples.

After Baby Comes

Mesa Reort
Three miles from town. Just north
of Mountain road. Covered wagon up
and back every day. Tent room with
best of water or board and lodging;
terms reasonable. For particulars inquire this office.
Coronado Tent City, Coronado, Cal.
We will have on sale to Coronado
Beach, Cal., on every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday during May, June,
July, August ad September, 1902;
round trip tickets at rate of $36, limited to November 30, 1903; stopovers in
either direction west of Barstow, Cal.
For further Information call on ticket
agent AtchlBon, Topeka ft Santa Fe.
F. L. Myers, agent.
Spring suits of superior quality and
superior workmanship. A picked showing of the best products of the season.
The very latest novelties In the finest
trades of pure wool casslmeres and
pure worsted cheviots. The biggest
stock of clothing ever brought to the
territory. Call around and let us show
you.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Mrs. Bamuiui, at ner parlors, No.
First street, over the Hyde
Exploring Expition store. Is prepared
tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
hair dressling, treat corns, bunlom
and Ingrowing nails. She gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini's own preparations of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder which shf
guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the breath,
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It Is highly recommended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
these preparations are purely vegetable compounds. Give her a tital
Automatic telephone 490.
10S South

Notice of Forfeiture.
Territory of Arizona, County of Cochise, ss.
To M. J. Sherlock, his heirs and assigns:
Tou are hereby notified that I have
expended one hundred dollars ($100.00)
In labor and Improvements upon the
"Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate la
Peralta Canon, Cochltl District, Bernalillo Co., New Mexico, as will appear
by certificate filed February 8, 1896, la
the office of the recorder of said County, In order to hold said premises under the provisions of section 2324 Revised Statutes of the United States, being the amount required to hold the
ame for the year ending December SI.
1902.

And if within ninety days from the
serving of this notice, you fall or refuse to contribute your proportion of
such expenditure, together with the
cost of this publication, as a
your Interest In the said claim will become the property of the subscriber under said section 2324.
Dated March 19th, 1903.
ALEX CONRAD,
Signature.
See the new Knox Pantourls hat.
comes In the light beaver color. The
swellest thing In the market Simon
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Our linen display Is attractive; our
prices none the less so. Albert Faber,
Grant building.
o

We are headquarters for lace curtains, draperies and portieres. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
o

See our new spring line of carpets.
We can save you money. Albert Faber, 305 West Railroad avenue.
8prlng Goods
in mattings, wicker goods, rockers,
1.150 and up. Gasoline and oil stoves,
refrigerators, $10.00 and up. Linoleum,
carpets, etc. We want your trade;
either cash or time. We Can't be undersold. Futrelle Furniture Co., west
end of Viaduct.

r

Ties, Hosiery, Hats, Suits, all for
Easter, 1903. Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.

i

F. A. Jones, E. M C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. 8. Geological Surve
Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence solicited.
Early spring styles or W. L. Douglas
Every style Is
shoes are at hand.
shown from the patent leather vlcl
dress shoe to the heavy box calf working styles, at $3 and $3.60.
Simon
Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
1903,
Indianapolis, Ind., June
annual meeting Travelers' Protective
Association of America. Rate one fare
plus $2 for round trip. Dates of sale
June 7 and 8; final rteurn trip June 20.
For further Information call at ticket
office. F. L. Myers, agenu

Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what v

t-

If you want to
E.

Advertise in newspapers
anywhere at anytime
call on or write
C Date's Advertising: Agency
6H5 Mer hauti tic luuigu

San Francisco

Cat.

I

CHAPLAIN

there is nourishment for both convalescent mother and nursing child in

F. L. Myers, agent.

IMtLY CITIZEN

TUM
V
is
an
food easily
already
digested
It
retained by the most delicate stomach.
It restores health and strength supplies
the nutriment needed-bui- lds
flesh and
tissue.
an intoxicant;
1 A real malt extract-n- ot
contains
2
less
of
alcohol.
than
1
MARK.

INtvaicam
III

r

III!

AH druggists

tell It. Prepared by ths

Brewing Ass'n

Anheuser-Busc- h

C.

St. Louis, U. S. A.
Ordrrn promptly flllrn by
W. KUXZ. Wholesale Dealer, Albuquerque.

lltltllllvsCbdOII

Pennsylvania Development company
at Kennedy, Moriarlty, Willard and
NEW MEXICO TOWNS.
Torrance on the line of the Santa Fe
Central railway and has taken charge
of them. The company has organized
GALLUP.
under the laws of the territory of New
Mexico and will hereafter conduct
From the Republican.
mercantile establishments. It Is
Hon. W. A. Clark paid a visit to his these
very likely that Mr. Dunleavy and
mine at Clarkvllle on Tuesday.
family will settle in Santa Fe. They
Mrs. L. L. Henry and family moved
very welcome addition to the
to their future home at Bluewatcr on will be a
business and social circles of the capSunday.
ital.
Mrs. Brooklett and family were
among those who went to see the
Mr. Joseph Pominville, of Stillwater,
president at Albuquerque on Tuesday. Minn., after having spent over $2,000
J. W. Wilson, the oil expert, who with the best doctors for stomach trouhas been at Winslow for some time, ble, without relief, was advised by his
spent a few days here last week.
druggist, Mr. Alex. Richard, to try a
There is some talk of the stores box of Chamberlain's
Stomach and
closing at 7 p. m., except Saturday Liver Tablets. He did so, and Is a well
night. We understand a petition will man today. If troubled with Indigesbe circulated.
tion, bad taste In hte mouth, lack of
Mrs. W. A. Smith and daughter, appetite or constipation, give tnese
Myrtle, went to Santa Fe on Monday Tablets on trial, and you are certain to
morning to visit relatives and to help be more than pleased with the result.
entertain the president.
For sale at 25 cents per box at all
Miss Blanche Cocke of Kansas City drugfets.
arrived Friday morning and will be
the guest of her sister, Mrs. W. E.
LAS VEGAS.
Weidemeyer for several weeks.
departMrs. D. Morello and children
From the Optic.
'
ed Tuesday morning for Cananea,
The last will and testament of Mrs.
Mexico, where they will Join Mr. Mo- Mary E. Wood worth was admitted to
rello, who has decided to locate there. probate and Seneca T. Kline appointWill McSparron left for Los Angeles ed executor and administrator.
this morning, where he will spend a David Jardell, who has been in the
month. Will Is a steady worker and employ of J. Lehman at the Badger
needs a vacation.
bakery for some honths past, haa reW. W. Risdon has accepted a posi- signed and accepted a position aa chef
tion in the insurance office of J. H. at the Montezuma hotel.
O'Rielly at Albuquerque, and expects
Mrs. Lina D. de Ulibarrl, wife of
to assume his duties about May 15. Seferlno Ulibarrl, died In west Las
GalMr. Risdon has been a resident of
Vegas after a short Illness of cerebral
lup for several years and will be great- meningitis.
The funeral took place
ly missed, hut we hope the change will at the west side church. The case is
?
be beneficial in every way;
a 'particularly sad one. A husband,
who has been unable to walk for seven
Wanted.
point of death, and
We would like to ask, through the months, lies at the
ranging
seven
children,
in age from
any
Is
your
paper.
If there
columns of
person who has used Green's August two to sixteen, are left motherless.
years of age.
Flower for the cure of indigestion, Deceased was 33
dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has From
the Advertiser.
not been cured and we also mean
Benjamin, a resident of AlbuLouis
their results, such as sour stomach, querque, who represents the wholesale
fomentation of food, habitual
In
grocery firm of
nervous dyspepsia, headdays visitspending
a
few
is
Denver,
sleeplessfeelings,
aches, despondent
ing friends in this city.
ness In fact, any trouble connected
hundred fruit trees are bewith the stomach or IiverT This medi- ingSeveral
set out on the grounds of the
cine has been sold for many years in
chicken ranch, which will greatly
all civilized countries, and we wish to beautify
the place and also furnish
correspond with you and send you one
the feathered population.
of our books free of cost. If you never shade toCollier,
Tom
the popular conductor
bottried August Flower, try a
on the south end, took the excursion
tle first. We have never known of Its
failing. If so, something more serious train to Albuquerque Tuesday, and
incidentally entered the holy bonds of
Is the matter with you. The
matrimony with a young lady from
size has Just been introduced this year. Latny.
Regular size, 75 cents. At all druggists.
A much needed rain fell In this
G. G. Green, Woodbury, N. J. J. H.
city and vicinity yesterday, much to
O'Rielly ft Co.
the delight of the ranchmen. The
o
grass Is doing well on the ranges and
SANTA FE.
stockmen report a good year for grazing.
From the New Mexican.
The Romero Shoe company have an
Miss Beatrice Hersch, daughter of
Mrs. Joseph Hersch, left for Pagosa interesting
relic In the Martinique
Springs.
disaster in the shape of a chunk of
John McDermot, of Denver, left for sulphuric lava on exhibition in their
that city this morning after an extend- show window. It was brought over to
ed visit in this city and at Albuquer- Mexico by the Mexican vessel, Orlza-bia- ,
que.
and was sent here as a present to
Mrs. Felipe Valdez returned to her Mr. Romero from Vera Cruz.
home in Chamlta after a brief visit In
A Revelation.
this city with the family of Jose ValIf you wllll make inquiry it will be
dez. Mrs. Jose Valdez returned home
a revelation to you how many succumb
with her for a few days' visit.
F. E. Simonton and wife, of Canon to kidney troubles In one form or
City, Colo., arrived In Santa Fe and another. If the patient is not beyond
will visit for a month or two at the medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will
home of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Abbott, cure. It never disappoints. Alvarado
Mrs. Simonton is a daughter of Judge Pharmacy.
o
and Mrs. Abbott.
Famous Naval Battle.
Samuel G. Cartwright left for Iowa,
The naval battle off Trafalgar was
where he will Join Mrs. Cartwright
and children, who have for some time October 2, 1805. Villeneuve commanded
been visiting Mrs. Cartwright's par- the French fleet and Nelson the Engents. Mr. Cartwright expects to be lish fleet. The English fleet consistships and their ated of twenty-sevegone about three weeks.
Klias Brevoort left for St. Louis, tendant frigates and the French fleet
ships and several friwhere he will spend the next few of thirty-thremonths undergoing treatment for kid- gates. The French were defeated and
ney trouble. Mr. Brevoort Is 81 years lost all their fhips except eleven.
surrendered and Nelson was
of age and one of the old timers In
New Mexico.
Despite his age he Is killed. This fight broke the power of
France on the rea for the rest of the
still robust and active.
Samuel Eldodt, formerly territorial Napoleonic era
treasurer, now engaged in the mercanThe Best Liniment.
tile business at San Juan, and Mrs. El"I have derived great benefit from
dodt, returned to their home after a
few days' visit In this city with Mr. the use of Chamberlain's PalD Balm
Eldodt's brother, Marcus Eldodt and for rheumatism and lumbago," says
wife. They were accompanied by Mrs. Mrs. Anna Hagelgans, of Tiekahoe,
Frederick Warschauer, of Antonlto, N. J. "My husband used it for a sprainwho will be their guest for a few days. ed back and was also quickly relieved.
F. E. Dunleavy, of the Dunleavy In fact it is the best family liniment
Bros.' Mercantile company, of Trin- I nave ever used. I would not tm.i
idad, Colo., was In the city on busi- of being wthout It. I have recommendness with General Manager Hopewell, ed to many and they always speak
of the Santa Fe Central railway. The very highly of It and declare Its merits
Dunleavy Bros.' Mercantile company are wonderful.' For sale by all
recently purchased the stores of the
Struby-Estabroo-

k
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HARWOOD.
Tent City, Coronado Bracb, Califcrnla.

His Annual

Report to Grand Aimy

OF INTEREST

ROM

MAY 8 1903

Encampment.

HEUSER-BUs- c.

A

AY

FK1

TO

EVERYBODY.

Chaplain Harward's annual report to
the twentieth encampment of the
Grand Army of the Republic, Department of New Mexico, held In Knights
of Pythias hall May 6 6, 1903:
Dear Commander and Comrades: I
have the honor herewith to present
my nineteenth annual report as department chaplain of the Grand Army of
the Republic, and In so doing I pause a
moment to express thanks to our kind
Heavenly Father for sparing our lives
through another year and in permitting so many of us to meet today In
Fraternity, Charity and Loyalty, In
encampment; and my desire Is
that our meeting may be one of peace,
harmony, kind words and good will to
all our comrades as our meetings In
the past have nearly always been.
I desire also to express thanks to
the department commander, J .W Edwards; the adjutant general, W. W.
McDonald, and other department officials for courtesies received during
the past year.
In reporting to you for nineteen consecutive years, during which time you
have had the forbearance to honor me
as your chaplain, It would be strange
if I had not long ago exhausted all
very good material for chaplain's reports, but such as I have left I will
give, and will call your attention to
the following:
1. The growing Interest In Memorial
Sunday services and Memorial Day.
Your chaplain finds that the preach
ers and churches of nearly all denomi
nation are not only willing but gladly
open their churches and agree among
themselves as to who shall preach the
memorial sermon, and In what church
the services shall be held. The members of the Grand Army and all old
soldiers, the Women's Relief Corps and
others are always most cordially Invited to attend the services, always find
ing comfortable seats and places of
honor In the congregation. It Is evident the Interest taken In memorial
services as well as In Decoration or
Memorial Day Is Increasing aa the
years go by, and for all of this we
ought to be thankful. It may be that
fewer soldiers in many places now attend such services than formerly, because of the sad fact that our numbers
are growing less, but It Is certain that
more of our friends attend than formerly; first, perhaps because of the
growing Interest In such services, and
second, the fact that the old veterans
and the noble purposes for which they
pledged their sacred honor and their
lives and the grand achievements
wrought ont by their heroic sacrifices
are growing in appreciation as time
goes on.
If I am not mistaken in the above
statement It speaks well for our country at large, as well as out here In the
western wilds, for in all this we recognize the greatness of our country and
the obligations we are under to our
country's God, and to our heroic dead,
whose toils and sacrifices and death
have added luster to our country's
fame.
More songs of patriotism are being
sung today than ever before; more
thrilling and patriotic sermons are being preached, and more fervent prayers are being offered in behalf of our
country than ever before. The growing custom of posts attending Memorial services In a body indicates a
growing recognition of the Supreme
Commander and of Ills right to rule In
the affairs of war. While we speak of
posts attending Memorial services in
a body we ought not to overlook the
fact that In many places the faithful
pastors preach Memorial sermons
where only a very few can attend, and
your chaplain Indulges the hope that
when the last taton, announcing the
death of the last old soldier of the
civil war shall be sounded, and he be
gathered to his eternal
camping
ground, the faithful preacher of the
gospel will go right on preaching Memorial sermons in grateful memory of
our heroic dead.
Deaths Doings.
The cold hand of death has touched
no less than nine of our comrades In
this department during the past year
and two of the Woman's Relief Corps,
and we sincerely mourn their loss.
Comrades Isaac Jackson of G. K. Warren Post, No. 5, died in Albuquerque
last year.
J. S. Campbell of Q. K. Warren Post
No. 5. died in Albuquerque December
12.1902; H. G. Whltcomb, also a member of G. K. Warren Post, No. 5, died
In the Soldiers' Home at Santa Monica,
Cal., January 18, 1902; also Comrade
John Sanburson of Carleton Post, No.
3. died In Santa Fe during the past
year; Henry W. Easton of the
poet died in Santa Fe March 5,
1903; John L. Forsha of the same post
died In Santa Fe during the past year;
Joseph W. Stlnson of the same post
died in the Soldiers' Home, Santa
Monica, Cal., September 15, 1902; Silas
D. Lasier of the same post died in
Santa Fe October 17, 1902, and J. L.
Morris of the last named post died In
St. Joseph hospital, Albuquerque, N.
M., February 9, 1903. Comrade Morris
expressed as bis dying request to the
department commander. J. W. Edwards, that he be burled by his comrades of the Grand ArnVy of the Republic with the flag (Old Glory) wrapped
about blm. He was bo burled and rests
In Fairvlew cemetery, Albuquerque, N.
;
M.
All the above name
comrades bad

'"l
KODOL

Go IVeat to

Surf bathing, ocean breezes, snow capped Sierras. You can buy
a combination round trip ticket to San Diego this summer Including railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' board and lodging at Coronado
Tent City at a very low price. Tent City Is a popular Southern
California summer seaside resort.
Write for full particulars
about this delightful vacation trip.

KODOL cleanses, purifies.
strengthens

the Ocean

Calif ornla'a rum mar Cllmata Im rinaat In thm World
Cool Trip on thm Banta ra

digests what you eat.1

ens the stomach.

and sweet-

cures Indlgeslton, dys- pepsia, and all stomach
and bowel troubles.
KODOL accelerates the action of
the gastrio glands and
gives tone to the digestive organs.

KODOL

an-nu-

last-name- d

l

Atehlaon.

rir:t:Ar.

P.l.Myrt

Santa Fe

KODOL """V"

n overworked
stomach of all nervous
strain, gives to the heart a full, free
and untrammelcd action, nourishes
ths nervous svstem and feeds the
brain.
KODOL ,s ih wonderful remedy
that Is making so many
sick people well and weak people
strong by giving to their bodies all of
the nourishment that Is contained In
the food they eat.
Ton Dralr Cm Sawly T..
Bodies only. $ t .00 Sir holdlnf 2 timat
th trial ma. which sell for 50c.
MtEFAMD OH I T ST

B. C. OeWITT

H.

A CO., CHICAGO

H. Brlggs ft Co. and. S. Vann ft Son

military records; the most of
them had been promoted for good soldierly qualities or for bravery In battle and when discharged from service
made good, law abiding citizens. In
their deaths the Grand Army of the
Republic has lost worthy comrades;
the communities In which they had
lived have lost good citizens, and their
friends and families have lost brothers
We said that two of the
beloved.
Woman's Relief Corps has passed
away during the past year, viz.: Mrs.
Governor Stover and Mrs. Anna M.
Kemmerer. Mrs. Stover, wife of our
highly esteemed comrade E. S. Stover,
was not an actual member of the relief corps, but was so In accord with
all the work of the corps we take
pleasure in associating her with It.
Mrs. Kemmerer, wife of our comrade
B. Kemmerer of this city, was an actual and active member of the relief
corps.
Mrs. Stover had lived in Albuquerque many years and was well known
and highly respected by all the people
as a good, kind neighbor, and a lady of
highintellectual culture, and was exceedingly kind to her frlenda and the
poor people. Mrs. Stover waa formerly from the state of New Hampshire.
She was patriotic and came honestly
by her patriotism, as her father, a
brother and her husband were all
strong union men and were in the service of their country in the civil war.
We, the members of this department,
mourn her death and take this opportunity to express our sincere sorrow
for our bereaved comrade. Governor
Stover, In his great loss. A beautiful
light has gone out of his home, but we
commend him to that Greater Light
"that lighteth every man that cometh
Into the world."
We also take this opportunity to express our deep sorrow and sympathy
for our Comrade Kemmerer, into
whose home death has so recently
come (only yesterday), and the light
of his home has also gone out, and
our comrade is left to tread the lonely
walks of life In darkness; only, as we
trust, the pathway may be lit up by
Him who Is tho Light of the World.'
We also commend him to the care of
One who is "too wise to err and too
good to be unkind."
The Woman's Relief Corps.
We wish we had space to speak more
at length about the good work the Woman's Relief Corps is doing. We hardly know what would have been done
with some of our needy veterans and
their families were it not for the
good work of these relief women. I
think there are only two relief organizations in the department of New
Mexico, one in Albuquerque and the
other In Santa Fe. It Is a fact, however, that while there are but the two
organizations in the department, the
wives and other lady friends of the old
soldiers are doing much to ameliorate
the condition of the needy soldier and
his family. Among this number might
be named Mrs. M. M. Rudiselle, who
was once- a prominent member In the
Woman's National Relief Corps, and
Is now the wife of our worthy com
rade L. H. Rudiselle of Post No. 10 of
White Oaks. Mrs. Rudiselle organised
the relief corps In Albuquerque. It Is
known also that these ladles are also
very active In leading the way In Memorial services, as well as to encourage
the holtting the flag over the school
buildings. I have no doubt some of
these ladies cherish the sentiment
found in the following verse, even if
they do not Mng the song:
"The schoolroom today Is humanity's
friend,
Let the people, the flag and the schoolroom defend;
'TIs the school house that stands by
the flag;
Let the nation stand by the school;
'TIs the school bell that rings for liberty old;
Tis the school boy whose ballot shall
rule."
God bless the Woman's Relief Co.i't
good

and the grand work the women are

MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and marble work.

do-

ing.

Dear Comrades, While we mourn for
our dead, and praise the living, and
shout ourselves hoarse over Old Glory
and rejoice that our flag
Floats over our cities and fields and
away out over the waves;
Washed from all stains In the blood
of our braves,
Let us not forget to give thanks to
God that peace prevails today In
all our land
And pray that war shall be no more.
Respectfully submitted In F. C. and L.
THOMAS HOWARD.
By unanimous vote the chaplain's re
port was approved and asked to be
published In the dally papers.

Prices moderate. 8bop and yard corner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO ft CO.
o

Each season brings out some new
features and an Improvement over
last. All our carta are fitted with new
and Improved gear, easy riding springs
and durable, and more elaborate than
ever shown before. We have about 60
assorted prices ranging from $4.00 to
$30.ou. Don't fall to see them before
buying. W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co.,
corner 8econd and Coal.

One KZSnute Cough Curo
Fop
Coughs, Colds and Croup.

A Leseon In Health.
Healthy kidneys filter the Impurities
from the blood, and unless they do t--.s
good health is Impossible. Foley's Kid- CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER
ney Cure makes sound kidneys and
will poasltlvely cure all forms of kidDoors and Window Screens.
ney and bladder diseases. It strengthens the whole system. Alvarado PharAll Kinds of Jobbing.
macy.

JOHN HART

SHOPln the

alley of First National

Bank Building.

YESTERDAY'S BASE BALL.

B. A. SLEYSTER.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE.
American League.
FIRE INSURANCE,
R H E
At Chicago
REAL ESTATE,
Chicago
6
4
2
NOTARY PUBLIC.
St. Louis
2
7
3 ROOMS
CROMttrfLL BLOCS.
Batteries: White and Sullivan; Sud- Automatic Telephone 174.
hoff, Seiver and Sugden.
12-1- 4

At Philadelphia
R H E
Washington
5 12
8
19 22
Philadelphia
1
Batteries: Orth and Clarke; Bender
and Powers.

At Boston
Boston
New York

R

H

W. H. HAHNe

COAL DEALER
Gerrllloe and Gallup Domeetle Lump

Coal, $5.00 per ton.
Anthracite Nut, 17.50 per
E

te.-- j.

Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 par
."6 13
6
2
2 ton.
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.
Batteries: Dinen and Crlger; Wlltze
and Beville.
Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
R H E avenue; uptown office, Armijo bldg.
At Cleveland
3
6 11
Cleveland
Telephones:
Automatic, 418 and
3
1
5
Detroit
Batteries: Bernard, Abbott and Be- - 267: Bell, 45.
mis; Mullin and McAllister.
DEVOE'S READY
MIXED PAIN
League.
National
One Gallon Cover 300 8qu are Feet
R H E
At Brooklyn
TWO COATS.
12 12
2
Brooklyn
1
2
2
Boston
Batteries: Garvin and Jacklitsch; L
Plttlnger and Melvraln.
1

R H E
At St. Louis
3
1
7
St. Louis
2
10 1
Chicago
Batteries: Sanders, Rhodes, Milton
and Weaver; Weimer and Kling.
R II E
At Pittsburg
8 13
3
Pittsburg
11 16
Cincinnati
Batteries: Kennedy, Veil, Phelps
and Smith; Harper and Pelts.
At New York
Philadelphia
New York

Batteries: Mitchell and
thewson and Bowerman.

R H

E

2
8
4
6
8 12
Roth; Mat- -

Western League
At Colorado Springs
Denver
Colorado Springs
Batteries: Gaston and
Newmeyer and Doran.
At Omaha
Omaha
Des Moines

H

E

6
6

8

8
1

Harness

Latimer;

Saddles

9

R H

E

6
5

0

3
2

Gondlng; Marshall and Fobl.

American Association.
At Columluis
Columbus
Louisville

At Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Kansas City
At St. Paul
St. Paul
Milwaukee

Flni Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Ousters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc
15c to $1.50

Whips

Tlios-

-

F Keleher
Albuquerque

400 Railroad Avenue
5
4

W.
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L TRIMBLE

CO.

Second street, oetweeo Hallroad and

jopper -- veuut

2
19

Horses and Males bouent and ezchaag-ed. Livery, Sale. Feed and
1 reliefer Vtebl s

12
9

SECT

TURNOUTS

IN

THE CITY

Address W. L. TRIMBLE
Albnouerque V M.
12
4

From a Cat Scratch.
on

5.60 to 40.0u
$7.60
$5.25 to $55.00

Farmers' Plow Harness,

1

Batteries: Schaffstall, Thomas and

At Toleao
Toledo
Indianapolis

SEE THE PRICES. SEE THE GOODS

R

the arm, to the worst sort of a

burn, sore or boil, DeWltt's Witch
Hazel Salve Is a quick cure. In buying
Witch Hartl Salve, be particular to get
DeWltt's- - -- this is the salve that heals
without leaving a scar. A specific for
blind, bleeding, itching and protruding
piles. Sold by B. H. Brlgga ft Co., 8.
Vann ft Son.

k.

CO,

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladles can depend upon securli
permanent relief from Irregular i
painful periods by using these wafer
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by purchasing only from our agent.
Pans Toilet Co.,
Mass., Importers.
W Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
tor Bernalillo count
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FE PRESBYTERY,

P. 1. Hlseler and wife, Sanderson,
Texas; A. Barmann, l.os Angeles.

Grand Central.
Convened

Mrs.

A. H.

at the Territorial Capital Chicago.

and Elected Delegates.
REVISION OF CONFESSION

OF

FAITH.

Rigeman,

Miss

Seasonable Shoes at
Reasonable Prices...
The best values

obtain-abl- e

for the price

o

;

Men's Working Shoes from. . . .9 t .35 to $2.75
Man's Dress Shoes.
92. OO to 94. OO
Men'9 Canvas Shoes from .... 91.18 to 91. SO
Men's Low Shoes from
91. 15 to 93. OO
. ..91 'SO to 93. BO
Women's Shoes from. .
Women's Oxfords.
90c to 93. SO
Women's Simpers
65c to 93. OO
Child, en's Shoes
85o to 92.25

0

Heel Slippers and Low Shoes
in All Sizes

Sprln,

i

FRESH AND IN CANS
you'll find the fruits and vegetables
we supply, just the wholesomest and
most appetizing the purveyors of such
valuahle additions to the dally menu
ran find, raise ot prepart for your
table.

F. F. TB OTTER
Successor to J. L. Bell

& Co.

.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second

F
I

STRONG

W.

Screenwork done by the Phoenix
planing mill. Gold avenue.
o

& SONS,

Just received a large assortment of

art squares and rugs. Albert Faber,

.run a modern Hospital Am
bulance Day and Night

Prompt and Careful

Giant building.

Cabbages and onions at F. F. Ti ot
ter's.

Service

D. WEILLER

North Second

1

CO.

GROCERS.
Teas and Coffees Always Fresh,

BOTH PHONES.
201-21-

St

o

St

Screen work done by the Phoenix
planing mill, Gold avenue.
o

MONEY TO LOAN
On diamonds, watches, etc., or any

self-suppo-

For piano bargains call at Hall
I.earnard's.

&

If you need screenwork have It done
good security; also household goods
stored with me; strictly confidential. by the Phoenix planing mill, Gold aveHighest cash price paid for household nue.
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
Hall & Leanard keep all their pianos
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue. In tune
free for one year and will make
every promise and guarantee good.
BREAD, CAKES, PIES.
Hall & Learnard have no dissatisfied
Ho:;." maae bread, canes and pies,
fresh j'loia the oven every day. Brown customers, which is worth considering
bread and baked beans, Yankee stylo, when about to place your order for a
on Saturdays. Wagon will call In any piano.
part of the city. Mrs. Alters, 1516
IRIS BRAND
South decond street, Bell 'Phone 113
of California Canned Goods and our
old reliable Monarch Brand. Give us
A Squara Piano.
If you do not feel able to purchase a a trial, we know we can please you.
D. WEILLER & CO..
new upright piano tor your children to
Gold Avenue Grocers.
learn on, why not purchase a good
square piano from Hall & Learnard.
Boys' brash and duck suits in
We will take it back In exchange for
sailors and double breasted. In
new upright any time within one
white, blue and brown; handsomely
year. See us about it.
trimmed. $1.50 to $2.50.
SIMON
Do you want a piano? If so call at STERN, the Railroad avenue clothier.
Hall & Learnard 's, that Is about all
New Pattern Hat
that is necessary.
Juxt received and on aale today. To
see them will be to buy them, at
Low snof-- s ana sandals will give O'Brien Sisters, 312 West Railroad
comfort to your tired feet and at the avenue.
ame time look neat and dressy. We
o
have the latest styles and a full asFor Sale.
sortment of sixes ranging In price
We now have a number of square
from 65 cents to 3.50. You are re- pianos on hand all of which must be
spectfully Invited to call and examine sold to make room for new stock. If
them at C. May's popular priced shoe you want a bargain see Hall & Learnstore, 208 West Railroad avenue.
ard about It.
Nor-folk-

"If you -- ant to know what stylish men will wear this Season, ask
to 8ee Stein Block nobby cloths."
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We have just received
a full line of oxfords for

j j j

men and boys

Walkover Viol Oxfords 93. 50
Walkover Enameled Oxfords. . . .

(

s

..

3

Walkover Calf

Pinree Patent Viol
Floorshium "ateut

.

94.00
93. SO

Oxfords

95.00
Colt Oxfords
95.00

Hoys' Oxfords, Very Swell, Sizes
1 to 5
.93. SO

Boy1 and

Mses'

TENNIS SHOES

E. L. WASHBURN

two-third-

CONPICUOU8 IN

A BALL ROOM.

Flakes of Dandruff on the Collar and
Shoulders of a Gentleman In Full
Dress.
This Is the thing you frequently see
In the ball room a man's black dress
coat literally covered with dandruff.
It must be annoying to the wearer,
and certainly not a pleasant thing to
observe. But dandruff can be eradi
cated. It Is a germ disease that will
some day cause baldness.
Newbro's Herplclde kills the balr- destroytng germ, and stimulates the
hair to a rich, abundant growth; It
does more keeps the hair soft and
pliant.
Furthermore. Herplclde is a mosi
pleasant toilet accessory; pleasing in
odor, and cooling to the scalp.
"Sold by leading druggists. Bend
10c In stamps for sample to The Herplclde Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Brlggi
ft Co., special agents.

Lamb,

DC

JUST GAME IN.

First Street Natatorlum.
The First street natatorlum
Is
open every day from 10 a. m, to 10
p. m. Ladles and gentlemen will find
this resort first class In all Its appointments. Tuesday nights will be reserved
for private parties If engaged on or before the previous Saturday. For terms
apply at the olTlre

Metropolitan.
Miss Nellie Miillins, San Francis
co; W. S. Dwelly, Topeka. Kas.; D. M.
Bisl.ee, J. B. Artnljo.
E. A. I.lndemann. St. l ouis: C. D.
Flowers. El Paso: Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Berry, Portland, Oregon.

The Celebrated
VJ. L. Douglas

If you need screenwork have It done
by the Phoenix pinning mill, Gold avenue.

Alvarado Trio.
The Alvarado Trio will render the
following Interesting program this evening, between 6 and 8 o'clock:
Herold
Overture Zampa
Oustin
Waltz Mistress Nell
March The Cowboy
Marsh
Story of the Flowers
Ostniann
Stobbe
Polka Lafayette
Overture From Dawn to Twll'ght..
Bennett
Waltz When Knighthood was In
GuRtln
Flower
Imozetta Mexican Dance . . . Bernard
Stone
Wall z A Ijdy of Quality
,
Moret
Hiawatha

We run minniv vniif wAnts In nil
cloth, and linoleum. The
stock
to relect from at Albert Faber s 305
Railroad avenue.
st

DELICATESSEN STORE.
Everything nice to eat. We can tickle your palate. D. WEli.LER & CO.,
Gold Avenue Grocers.

In Oxfords and High Cuts

at

For Sale.
Complete contractors' outfit, 20 head
horses, single and double harness, wagons, carts, scrapers, etc. Enquire of
Margaret Monahan, administratrix, at
Ruby house.

Farewell Concert.
ATTENTION
week from tonight Mr. Edward F.
Piano Buyers.
Thomas, the popular basso, will give
.. Piano Bargains!
his farewell concert in Colombo hall. Piano Bargains!
Within the past four months we
The musical treat of the season Is
promised.
Mr. Thomas has a rich, have sold and delivered two car loads
strong voice that has won him praise of pianos. A number of customers
from some of the first critics of the who purchased new pianos from us
United States and his singing Is al- exchanged ol or slightly used pianos
ways a rare treat. He will be assisted as part payment. It Is these used piaby the best musicians in Albuquerque, nos we are now offering at exception
among them the faculty of toe School ally low figures in order to clean out
i
of Music and Professor Di Mauro, and reduce our stock and make room
with a full orchestra. The program this month for another car load. If
will be of the music that appeals to all you have a child whom you desire to
classes of music lovers and will be a educate In music, an accomplishment
rare treat. Seats for the event are for any young man or woman worth
many times the cost In time and
now on sale at Matsons book store.
money required to learn, and you do
Death In Old Town.
not feel able at this time to pay three
Mrs. Juanita Sandoval de Miera, or five hundred dollars for a new piaaged about 50 years, died at the resid- no why not cail on us or write for
ence of Gavlno Mlera de Sandoval In
information regarding these piaold town, at 1:30 o'clock this after- nos, which Include good squares and
The remains were taken In uprights, all the way from $25 up to
noon.
charge by Undertaker Borders. The $165, a number of which we will guardeceased was the sister of Alejandro antee In every way. If you Intend to
and J. M. Sandoval, and of Hllarlo buy a piano some day and do not feel
Sandoval, whOBe death occurred the able to buy a new one, and some memother day. A messenger has been sent ber of your household Is now old
to Corrales to Inform J. M. Sandoval enough to take up music do not lose
of the death, and also to La Jara, the. most valuable year when you can
where Alejandro Sandoval Is at pres- place an instrument with a good tone
ent lambing his sheep, with the sad and action in your home at the low
news for him. It is thought that the prices we are now quoting on pianos.
funeral will take place Sunday morn- At least, before deciding not to buy
ing, with burial In Santa Barbara cem- call and give us ten minutes of your
.
etery.
"H
time. That la all we will ask of you.
of you. Hall & Learnard, 208 South
A picture of the statehood tableau,
Second street.
as presented to President Roosevelt
while he was delivering his speech In
front of the Alvarado, Is on exhibition
at the clothing, store of Simon Stern
On diamonds, watches or any good
and it Is well taken by the photographsecurity. Great bargains In watches
er, W. C. Butman, whose little girl, of every description.
Miss Helen, stood just outside of the
A. H. YANOW
gate representing "New Mexico," and 209 South Second street, a few
doors
pleading to get In with the other little
postofflce.
north
of
misses, representing
the forty-fivstates of the union.
OOOOOODO OJ3 OOOOOOOO
0
0
Qn Saturday between the hours of 9
TAKE A GOOD LOOK AT
and 11 Mrs. D. D. Coverdale at the
YOURSELF
No Name store, will sell and ready
to wear hat In the house for $2; some
sold as high as $8 the first of the season. Come early and take plenty of
time to make a careful selection. Sale
closes promptly at 11.
A

and
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Come In

Patent Vlcl,

3.5'

Vlcl Kid and Valour all
of tho newest etyles

SEE THE DISPLAY IN WINDOW

1

i

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

fur-the- ir

E. J. POST & GO.
HARDWARE

.
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MONEYIOLOANl

Best Grades...
Cctton add Rubber
Carden Hose
Hose Nozzles

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes

e

A COflPLETE LINE OF
QARDfcN TOOLS.

000000000000000000

o

WANTED Young lady as cashier;
must understand Spanish. S. Benja-

Have You Seen That Case of

min & Co.
SATURDAY'S

Fine Mechanical Tools

SPECIAL SALE.

50c
dozen fresh Kansas eggs
25c
cans apricot
2
25c
cans hominy
2 10c pacakes Celluloid starch ....15c
Opal glass dish filled with jelly ...10c
17c
Hire's Extract of Root Beer
1 package Ralston Health Oats and
25c
one package of Grape Nuts
I pound gunpowder, English break50c
fast or mixed tea
Your choice of a household article
free with every pound of tea sold.
The following new medicines have
just arrived: Quinine pills, Llsterlne,
Rochelle salts, Palne's Celery Compound, Hall's Hair Renewer and Fellows' Compound Syrup of Hypophos-phites- ,
all medicines sold at reduced
prices.
THE MAZE.
WM. KIEKE. Proprietor.
3
2

in Our Window
We Also Carry a Larg Stock of

Carpenters' Tools
and if you're not satisfied with the
way your shirt, collar, cuffs and
white waistcoat have been laundered,
give us a try. Moderately speaking.
If we fall, all others must fall. At any
rate, give us a try we'lll run the
risk.

and

Builders' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WE8T GOLD AVENUE.

Imperial Laundry

I Just Received a New Lot of 3 Day

Back of Postofflce.

wr
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09TKOPATHY NEVER
The Body I Better Without Drug.
Can You Olvo a Rational Definition of Oexeopathy

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
8turgea' European.
E. H. Anthony, El Paso: D. M. Gray,
Canon City, Colo.; J. M. McLelsh. Chicago; A. Vandervort, Boston ;S. Wood,
C. H. Scott, Wlnslow; Mrs. Halsey,
Gallup: James Bryant. Cleveland: Eu- genio Romero, Allan Patterson, E. H.
Hambler. C. A. Wtlklnson, Las Vegas;
Gabino Baca. Ribera, N. M.; H. Etch-walE. P. Thompson, El Paso: H. J.
Fuehr and brother, Chicago; P. H. Arnold, San Francisco.

1903

LEMP'S STANDARD
At the North Pole Saloon only. Second
street near postofflce.

Hotel Highland.
The Presbytery of 8anta Fe convened Wednesday artcrnoon at 2:30 at the
Presbyterian church, Santa Fe. The
opening devotional exercises were conducted by Gabino Rcndon, of the Spanish Presbyterian church, of Santa Ke.
Those present were: Ministers. Norman Skinner, of East I.ns Veftas: Samuel Maglll, of Raton; R. M. Craig, of
Albuquerque; W. M. Buell, of Taos;
J. M. Whitlork. of Lumberton; Manuel
Madrid, of Moi-aGabino Renrlon and
W. Hayes Moore, of Santa Fe.
Elders F. P. Crichton. of Santa
Fe; Jefferson Reynolds, of East Las
Vegas; MUuel Rodriguez, of the Span
ish Presbyterian church of Santa Fe;
J. G. Sanchez, of I. as Vegas; Manuel
Barcelon. of Ocate; V. F. Romero, of
Taos; R. Cordova, of El Qnentado; Fe
lipe Trujillo, of I.aa Truchas; Lucas
Martinez, of I as Ttisas; A. Agulerre,
of Rinconcs, and J. P. Qulntsna, of
Chlmayo. .
Two new churches were reported an
organized and they were enrolled.
They are at l.as Truchas and Chlmayo
and under the pastoral charge of Mr.
Rendon.
The most Important business of the
afternoon was the election of commissioners to the general assembly of the
Presbyterian
church, which will be
held In l.os Angeles. May 21. The elen
tlon resulted as follows: Ministers,
Norman Skinner, of I. as Vegas, principal, and J. R. Guens, of Raton, alternate.
A committee,
consisting of Rev.
Norman Skinner, of l.as Vegas, and
Rev. W. Hayes Moore, of Santa Fe,
was appointed to draft suitable resolutions concerning the death of the late
Rev. Warner Curtis, of Las Vegas.
The evening session was addressed
by Rev. Charles L. Thompson, D. D.,
of New York, secretary of the board
of home missions. His subject was
"Our Growing Country and Its Needs."
He very forcibly traced the religious
history of America and pathetically
related the struggles of the pioneer
religious workers.
The service was well attended and
Dr. Thompson was listened to with
marked attention.
The formal session was resumed
yesterday morning at 8:30 with devotional exercises conducted by Evangelist V. F. Romero, of Taos.
The greater portion of the morning
was taken up In hearing reports of the
committees. These Indicated large Interest and greater activity In church
work. Many of the churches showed
an unusual advance toward
and much new work Is being
planned and pushed.
The overtures from the general assembly concerning the confession of
faith were answered In the affirmative. F. P. Crichton was the only one
voting in the negative. A majority of
s
of the membership of the
Presbyterian denomination has voted
for the revision which Insures Its
adoption.
The revision will remove many Infelicities of expression in the old confession which was a source of much
criticism.
Rev. C. E. B. Ward, of Colorado, and
Rev. Dr. Chas. L. Thompson, of New
York City, attended the morning session.
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Striking Clocks of Gilbert Make.

1

T

Osteopathy Is a system of theraputtca, based upon a thorough knowledge of anatomy and physiology, enabling the practitioner to look
upon the body as a perfect living, automatic machine. There are more
defective spines on earth than paupers. Get your spine In good shape
and your chances for health will be good.
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C. H. CONNER, M. D. D. O.
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STENOGRAPHY

Alvarado.

Colo.; Jus
R. Canby, Jamestown, Va.; H. R. Duval, R. O. Duval. New York: J. F.
John O. Dowd, San Marclal: C.
S. Gleed, Topeka; A. W. Gans, San
Francisco; W. J. Walters, Denver; W.
8 .Hopewell, Santa Fe; J. J. S. Mills
paugh, A. F. Towler, Chicago; C.
Bane. Kansas City; V. E. H. Hoagland,
Newark, N. J.; Antonio Apache, San
Carlos; Ed F. Wilbur, Pittsburg; G,
V; Martin, Franklin, Pa.; F. R. Potter
6
and wife, Miss H. F. Potter, Detroit;

02. SO
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AND TYPEWRITING

C. C. Weeb, Trinidad.

Miss L. M. Johnston
who is a graduate of the Smith business College, at l'aducah,
Ky., has fitted uj parlors at
North Third street,
where shu will teach Stenography and Typewriting to
both day anld night pupils. All desiring to fit themselves
jor general ffice work call and see her.
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WE SELL MORE CLOCKS THAN ALL OTHER HOUSES
BECAUSE OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

S. VAMN & SON,
JEWELERS
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